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Much interest exists in perovskite oxide materials and the potential they have in possessing 

two or more functional properties.  In recent years, research on developing new materials with 

simultaneous ferromagnetic and ferroelectric behavior is the key to addressing possible 

challenges of new storage information applications.  This work examines the fundamental 

properties of a perovskite oxide, namely BaFeO3, and the investigation of properties of a solid 

solution between BaFeO3 and BiFeO3. 

The growth and properties of epitaxial BaFeO3 thin films in the metastable cubic 

perovskite phase are examined. BaFeO3 films were grown on (012) LaAlO3 and (001) SrTiO3 

single crystal substrates by pulsed-laser deposition.  X-ray diffraction shows that in situ growth 

at temperatures between 650-850°C yields an oxygen-deficient BaFeO2.5+x pseudo-cubic 

perovskite phase that is insulating and paramagnetic.  Magnetization measurements on the as-

deposited BaFeO3 films indicate non-ferromagnetic behavior.  Annealing these films in 1 atm 

oxygen ambient converts the films into a pseudo-cubic BaFeO3-x phase that is ferromagnetic with 

a Curie temperature of 235 K.  The observation of ferromagnetism with increasing oxygen 

content is consistent with superexchange coupling of Fe+4-O-Fe+4.  
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The effects of anneal conditions on BaFeO3 are studied.  X-ray characterization, such as 

reciprocal space maps, show more complex structure for as-grown BaFeO3-x epitaxial films.  

Epitaxial films grown at low laser energies are highly crystalline. However, they decompose 

after annealing.  When grown at high laser energies, films exhibit complex structure which 

“cleans up” to a single pseudocubic or tetragonal structure upon ex situ anneal in oxygen ambient 

environment.  Superlattices of BaFeO3/SrTiO3 were synthesized to explore the nature of 

“cracking” in annealed BaFeO3, which occurs due to large change in lattice parameter.  

Magnetization of ex situ annealed BaFeO3-x epitaxial films were examined as a function of 

applied field direction and was not found to have a change in magnetization with direction of 

field, despite other research claims. Evidence supports that the unusually weak magnetization of 

BaFeO3-x is attributed to it being structurally and magnetically disordered. 

Alloys of a solid-solution between BiFeO3 and BaFeO3-x have been successfully created.  

X-ray characterizations demonstrate alloy epitaxial films via two-target continuous rotation 

method have been carried all the way to 80% solubility.  In addition, alloy films via solid-

solution targets method have been successfully fabricated at near both end-member-points and at 

the half-point showing that the solubility is possible over the entire range of the solid-solution.  

Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 epitaxial films are of high crystalline quality with rocking curves widths of less 

than 0.22°, are fully strained, and have highly unusual in-plane and out-of-plane lattice 

parameters.  TEM imaging illustrates that, despite extreme c/a ratios up to 1.26, the films are 

single phase with sharp interfaces with substrates.  SQUID magnetometry was utilized, revealing 

that the samples are weakly ferromagnetic with a magnetization of 0.2µB per Fe, more than an 

order of magnitude larger than that of pure BiFeO3.  Magnetic hysteresis loops show unfamiliar 
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“pinching,” signaling a possible breakdown of the helical magnetic ordering in the fully strained 

samples.  

BaFeO3-x, though it can be made ferromagnetic, it is a highly complex material.  In 

studying BaFeO3-x’s properties, conclusions can be made that its weak magnetization and 

unusual structure is highly disordered, magnetically and structurally.  The creation of a new solid 

solution (Bi, Ba)FeO3 by two methods shows that a solid solution between BiFeO3 and BaFeO3-x 

can be synthesized. Specifically the creation of the alloy Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3-δ, shows that one can 

improve on BiFeO3’s magnetic properties, and more importantly supports the case that BaFeO3-x 

exhibits magnetic and structural disorder. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Multiferroic materials have been of interest due to their possible use in improvement of 

new kinds of storage devices.  These materials have two or more ferroic properties that coexist in 

the same phase.  The properties may or may not be coupled.  Multiferroic materials are an 

example of a broader class of multifunctional or smart materials which combine several 

properties in the same material and in turn this produces a new phenomenon that is more than 

just the total sum of its parts.1  The most interesting multiferroic materials are those that can 

exhibit ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism in the same phase.  The applications for these 

materials are numerous, one example being an electric field switchable magnetization.   

Multiferroics were discovered many decades ago, but the resurgence in interest of these 

materials comes mainly from three factors that relate to each other, as mentioned by W. 

Eerenstein, et al.2  With regards to the first factor, Nicola Spaldin wrote a review article1, 3 

discussing the requirements for ferroelectricity and ferromagnetism to exist simultaneously in 

oxides and hence theorized why there are so few magnetic ferroelectrics (or multiferroics).2, 3  

This declaration posed a challenge to scientists to address this problem with many investigations 

of new materials.  Secondly, in the past, techniques able to investigate on an atomic scale were 

not available at the time the earliest multiferroics were discovered to probe deep into their 

complex properties, but as of recent years many characterization and analysis techniques are 

readily available for the study of new materials to hone their properties.  Last, Eerenstein cites 

that there is a relentless drive in the direction of better technology that is fueled by investigation 

of new materials, to be eventually utilized as improved transducers, magnetic field sensors, and 

most importantly and presently, information storage technology.2, 4, 5  
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Before beginning to apply these smart material technologies, there is great need to address 

fundamental properties of current materials, and to use that knowledge to improve them by way 

of, for example, making new materials in place of the existing structures in such a way that the 

resulting properties are complementary.  This work examines the fundamental properties of 

certain perovskite oxides and the effect on their properties when joined together.  Chapter 2 gives 

an overview of magnetism, ferroelectrics, and multiferroics.  Then a brief history of perovskite 

materials of study, BaFeO3 and BiFeO3, is elucidated upon with the intent of studying the mixing 

of the two.  In addition, the chapter introduces a discussion of the history of multiferroic 

materials, and past and current study of different single phase, composite, heterostructure, and 

solid solution materials.   

Chapter 3 introduces the chosen form of sample synthesis:  Pulsed Laser Deposition, its 

advantages and components, and the process of film deposition.  In addition, various 

characterization methods for sample analysis are briefly discussed.  Investigation of BaFeO3 and 

its structural and magnetic properties, which differ from that of the bulk, is examined in Chapter 

4. The discovery of its magnetic properties upon oxygenation is discussed.  Chapter 5 revisits 

BaFeO3 to look more intimately at complexities of its structural properties via x-ray diffraction, 

and the effects of growing it in different conditions to make it difficult to be easily convertible to 

a magnetic material.  Chapter 6 introduces the mixing (and discovery) of the synthesis and 

properties of a single phase solid solution between BaFeO3 and BiFeO3.  The structural and 

magnetic properties of a specific alloy composition are discussed as a function of synthesis and 

substrate choice. Chapter 7 ties all of the results and analysis of each experiment together to 

complete the bulk of this work.  It further addresses future challenges that the next research 

scientist may embark on, if he or she so choose. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF MULTIFERROIC MATERIALS 

Introduction 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, multiferroics are interesting materials.  In this 

chapter, the properties that come together to make a multiferroic material are briefly defined, and 

then history and reviews of multiferroic materials are discussed.  In addition, two materials—

BaFeO3 and BiFeO3—are introduced. 

Magnetism 

Ampére postulated more than a century ago that charge currents are responsible for 

magnetism in solids.6, 7  A few fundamental concepts and properties of magnetism will be 

discussed, including brief definitions of diamagnetism, paramagnetism, ferromagnetism, and 

antiferromagnetism.  In addition, some applications of the discussed magnetic properties are 

provided.   

Diamagnetism 

There is a change in orbital motion that is due to an externally applied magnetic field that 

occurs in materials, including those whose electron shells are completely filled.  This is the 

diamagnetic effect.6  All materials possess the diamagnetic effect, though it is weak because it is 

over-shadowed by much stronger magnetic interactions that are briefly discussed below.  

Materials and/or atoms that are diamagnetic have a small and negative magnetic susceptibility, 

χm.  Materials with closed electron (sub)shells exhibit diamagnetism.8  Thus, diamagnetic 

materials do not have a permanent magnetic moment, and by themselves are not useful in a wide 

range of magnetic applications.  Nonetheless, there are applications where alloys of diamagnetic 

and paramagnetic (defined in the next section) materials have a distinct composition at which the 

magnetism cancels out and the susceptibility, χ is zero.  At this composition, the alloy is not 
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affected by external magnetic fields, and it can be used in devices designed to make delicate 

magnetic measurements.6 

Paramagnetism 

Materials that have net magnetic moments, but are only weakly coupled, are known as 

paramagnets.8  Transition metal salts exhibit paramagnetism from a transition metal cation 

having a partially filled d shell, and the anions make certain there is enough spatial separation 

between cations, making the magnetic interactions between neighboring cations weak.6  Dilute 

gases, rare earth salts and elements have an additional source of paramagnetism, which is due to 

the magnetic moment of the orbiting electrons.  Without a field, there is a net magnetization of 

zero, but when a field is applied, the magnetic moments align somewhat in the general field 

direction.  Thermal changes counteract their alignment, making electron-orbit paramagnetism 

temperature dependent.7  Some paramagnetic materials can obey the Curie law shown in Eq. 2-1: 

T
C

=χ ,…………………………………………………………(2-1) 

which states that the susceptibility is inversely proportional to the absolute temperature T, where 

C is the Curie constant.  Other materials observe the Curie-Weiss law shown by Eq. 2-2: 

θ
χ

−
=

T
C ,…………………………………………………………(2-2) 

where θ is a constant that has the same units at C.8,9  In Eq. 2-2, when T = θ, there is a 

divergence in the susceptibility that corresponds to a phase transition to a spontaneously ordered 

magnetic phase.6  Like diamagnetic materials, only a few applications exploit paramagnetism 

due to the lack of net permanent magnetic moment.  However, paramagnets allow scientists to 

study the electronic properties of substances with atomic magnetic moments without the 

hindrance of strong coupling effects. 
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Ferromagnetism 

In the earlier section where paramagnetism was briefly discussed, Eq. 2-2 showed the 

Curie-Weiss behavior for several paramagnetic materials.  When θ is positive, then the material 

is below the Curie Temperature, TC, a critical temperature below which a paramagnetic material 

exhibits ferromagnetism.  Origins of ferromagnetism come from the quantum mechanical 

exchange interaction between component atoms resulting in areas of the material possessing 

permanent magnetization.6-8  Ferromagnetic materials have strong permanent magnetizations 

even in the absence of an externally applied magnetic field.  The magnetic susceptibility χm is 

positive and depends on the history of the applied field.   

A largely nonlinear relationship exists between the externally applied magnetic field µoH 

and the magnetization M, and at very high magnetic fields (depending on the material) the 

magnetization M saturates, called the saturation magnetization Ms.7  When the magnetic field 

reduces to zero, the material has a remnant magnetization Mr which is employed in many 

applications of permanent  magnets.  Further reducing the applied field below zero causes the 

magnetization M to eventually reach zero, reaching the coercive field Hc at M = 0.8   

Antiferromagnetism 

Antiferromagnets are made of two identical interpenetrating magnetic sublattices with 

antiparallel moments.  This gives a net zero magnetic moment, with a susceptibility χm that is 

small and positive and a linear magnetization in an applied field.6  This is similar to the response 

of paramagnetic materials.  The susceptibility of Antiferromagnets is direction dependent.  

Antiferromagnets have a phase transition temperature called the Néel Temperature TN.  Above 

this temperature the material behaves like a paramagnet.   

Antiferromagnetism is difficult to distinguish, even with the use of a Superconducting 

Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometry (discussed in Chapter 3).  However the 
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magnetic structure of antiferromagnets can be determined and quantified using neutron 

diffraction experimental methods.  Most origins of antiferromagnetic ordering come from the 

similar quantum mechanical exchange forces of that in ferromagnets except that 

antiferromagnets possess a negative molecular field, causing the spins to align anti-parallel.6   

Superexchange 

A common way to predict antiferromagnetic ordering is to consider a system, such as 

Fe3O4, where there are linear chains of Fe3+-O2--Fe3+ linkages. The oxygen outer electron shell is 

partially filled with 6 electrons, and so hybridization occurs by the donation of electrons from O2- 

ion onto the all vacant spin up (or all spin down) orbitals of the Fe3+ ions.  This occurs 

throughout the chains leaving a zero net magnetic moment from this oxygen mediated 

interaction.10   

Ferrimagnetism 

Ferrimagnetic materials are similar to ferromagnetic materials in that they exhibit 

spontaneous magnetization below the critical temperature, TC called the Curie temperature, even 

in the absence of an externally applied field.  Ferrimagnetic materials are also similar to 

antiferromagnetic materials in that they also have exchange coupling between neighboring 

magnetic ions leading to moments arranging in antiparallel alignment.  However, the 

ferromagnets still have a net permanent magnetic moment, and still have large positive 

susceptibility.  The two magnetic sublattices differ in that one sublattice will have a greater 

magnetic moment than that of the other, yielding an overall magnetic moment.6-8  Ferrimagnets 

have many unique applications, due to the fact that most of them are insulating (in contrast, most 

ferromagnets are metals). 
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Ferroelectrics 

 Of the 32 crystal classes, there are 11 centrosymmetric (non polar), non-piezoelectric 

groups.  This leaves 21 non-centrosymmetric groups, which are piezoelectric, and in these 21 

there are 10 polar piezoelectrics.  A piezoelectric material is one that undergoes a change in 

polarization (as well as becoming electrically polarized) when it becomes strained.11  In 

opposition, after applying an electric field, the crystal will be stretched or compressed depending 

on the electric field’s orientation to the polarization of the crystal.  Crystals in the 10 polar 

groups are considered pyroelectric in that they have a property that is inherent in their 

structure—spontaneous polarization.  In addition, their polarization changes with temperature.  

When in a polar state these crystals possess a permanent dipole.12   

Ferroelectricity 

 Of the pyroelectric materials, some have an additional property where, if an electric field 

is applied, the direction of polarization can change.11  This property is termed ferroelectricity.  

Often a change in the polarization orientation of ferroelectrics results in a change in shape.   

The most widely studied ferroelectrics have the perovskite structure.  The noncentrosymmetric 

structure in perovskites is reached by A or B cations (or both) offcenter relative to the oxygen 

anions, shown in Figure 2-1, and the spontaneous polarization comes from the electric dipole 

moment created by this offcentering.   

In applications, for almost twenty years ferroelectrics have been a leading candidate for 

nonvolatile memories, but one of the hindrances from widespread application of these materials, 

is the fatigue that arises from multiple cycling of these materials.  This limits the reliability of the 

devices, though oxide electrodes have helped ease this fatigue.13  There is great interest in non-

destructive read-out devices, ferroelectric field-effect transistors (FFETs), and ferroelectric-

ferromagnetic structure devices for memory applications. 
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Antiferroelectricity 

In some of the perovskite materials, the structural distortions that occur at the Curie 

temperature, TC, are not ferroelectric, but are instead antiferroelectric.  An antiferroelectric 

material’s ions will displace in ways that are analogous to antiferromagnetic materials, but 

instead there is the creation of two alternating dipole sublattices that have equal polarization, but 

in opposite directions.12  Thus, the net polarization is zero, and the dielectric constant changes at 

TC.   

BaFeO3 

 BaFeO3 is an ABO3 type perovskite material.  In bulk, it exists as a primarily hexagonal 

perovskite structure with lattice parameter a = 0.568 nm and c = 1.386 nm.14-17  In some cases 

reports have shown it to have an antiferromagnetic (low temperature state) to ferromagnetic 

transition around 160 K as well as another transition from ferromagnetic to the paramagnetic 

state around 250 K.18-20  The mechanism by which BaFeO3 shows ferromagnetism is via 

superexchange interaction energy of the Fe3+-O2-Fe3+ linkage.16   

 When grown as thin films, BaFeO3 can take on a pseudo-cubic perovskite structure (a = 

0.412 nm) as reported by Matsui, et al 21, 22 with iron in the center of oxygen octahedra linking to 

neighboring octahedra via sharing corners.  Depending on partial pressure of oxygen and 

temperature conditions, it can be oxygen deficient, meaning the stoichiometric formula deviates 

from BaFeO3 and gets closer to BaFeO2.5.  The impact of oxygen deficiencies have been reported 

to influence its magnetic properties, where with increase in oxygen deficiency there is a decrease 

in ferromagnetism.18  The mechanism by which this increase occurs is speculated to be a change 

in the valence state of Fe ions; an increase in oxygen deficiency leads to a decrease in Fe4+ and 

an increase in Fe3+ ions.  Evidence suggests that this explanation is sound due to the associated 

increase in the material’s lattice spacing due to decrease in oxygen vacancies (more metal ions 
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with higher valence state have larger radius).17-20  BaFeO3’s complexities, when grown as thin 

films are discussed in Chapter 5 to yield understanding of the nature of its structural and 

magnetic properties.  BaFeO3 is an interesting material to investigate because it is ferromagnetic 

and it can possibly be combined with BiFeO3 to yield even more interesting properties in the area 

of multiferroism.   

BiFeO3 

BiFeO3 is a multiferroic material that exhibits ferroelectricity and antiferromagnetism in 

the same phase.  It is currently one of the most studied multiferroic materials.  Bulk BiFeO3 

exists as a distorted perovskite structure, with rhombohedral polar space group R3c.23, 24  The 

space group R3c allows for BiFeO3 to exhibit ferroelectricity.25-27  The rhombohedral unit cell 

contains two connected BiFeO3 perovskite formula units, with the two oxygen octahedra tilted 

by + and – 13.8°.28  As of recently, in bulk, single crystal BiFeO3 can exhibit a spontaneous 

polarization in excess of 100 µC cm-2.29  The ferroelectricity in BiFeO3 can be explained by lone 

pair mechanisms of the Bi ions.30  Its polarization occurs along the [111] direction, and it is 

ferroelectric below Curie temperature, TC = 1143 K.31, 32   

As mentioned before, BiFeO3 is also magnetic, exhibiting G-type antiferromagnetism 

below a Neel Temperature of 643 K, also having weak ferromagnetism present.31, 33, 34  It was 

found that BiFeO3’s weak ferromagnetism was attributed in most cases35 to a complex magnetic 

spiral, or helimagnetic structure discovered by Sosnowska et al33 using high resolution time-of-

flight neutron diffraction.  The spiral structure is stable at most temperatures below the TC.33   

When grown as an epitaxial film, BiFeO3 is usually grown with SrRuO3 electrodes on 

SrTiO3 single crystal substrates by pulsed laser deposition.  Research on the variation of strain 

and thickness effects of epitaxial films of BiFeO3 grown via pulsed laser deposition shows that 

the polarization does not exhibit a large change in size, despite distinct crystallographic changes 
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in structure.36, 37  BiFeO3 can be grown on (100) or (111) oriented single crystal substrates, and 

has a large polarization of 100-115 µC/cm2 in the [111] direction, similar to the bulk.36-38  

BiFeO3 is interesting to study because it can be used as a lead-free ferroelectric and multiferroics 

material for nanoscale devices.4, 38-41   

Multiferroics 

Introduction 

 There is growing interest in materials that have both magnetic and electronic properties 

working together into what are termed as multifunctional materials.  In principle, these materials 

could enable single device components to perform multiple functions.  Multiferroics that are 

ferroelectric and ferromagnetic are attractive for the magnetoelectric effect.  One proposed 

application for this additional functionality could include a type of electric-field controlled 

magnetic data storage device.40   

 Multiferroics are materials that demonstrate two or more “ferroic” properties (i.e. 

ferroelectricity, ferromagnetism, and/or ferroelasticity) in the same phase.  There are different 

types of phenomenon.  The magnetoelectric material can exhibit: 

1. a spontaneous magnetization that can be reoriented with an applied electric field, 
2. a spontaneous polarization that can be reoriented with an applied magnetic field. 

 
Coupling these phenomena adds another degree of freedom in the current device applications in 

mass storage.40, 42   

 As mentioned before, multiferroics are materials that exhibit simultaneous ferroelectric 

and ferromagnetic properties.  Magnetoelectric behavior can be detected by measuring for 

example, the magnetoresistance (the effect of a magnetic field on the conductivity) and/or the 

magnetocapacitance (the magnetic field dependence on the dielectric properties) around the 

Curie temperature. Multiferroic materials are uncommon in bulk materials.  Some possible 
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restricting factors have been theoretically explored.  N. A. Hill3 suggested that d-orbital 

occupancy of the B-site cation in perovskite materials is a critical variable in reducing the 

propensity for perovskite materials to exhibit ferroelectricity.  This consequence reduces the 

chance for them to be a multiferroic, unless there are extra influences (such as ferroelectricity via 

lone pair mechanism) that allow for this phenomenon.   

 Single Phase Multiferroics 

Single-phase multiferroics were identified for the first time in 1958.  Currently there are 

more than 80 single-phase multiferroics grown as a solid-solution or a discrete composition.  

There are four major kinds of single-phase multiferroics as reported by Fiebig:42 

1. Perovskite structure materials (ABO3 or A2B’B”O6) that have slightly deformed cubic 
symmetry can be multiferroic.  One example of this kind of material is BiFeO3, a 
ferroelectric, ferroelastic, and antiferromagnetic compound.  Various solid solutions based 
on this compound have been made due to interest in its high electric and magnetic ordering 
at high temperatures.   

2. Hexagonal structure materials that have the same stoichiometric formula as perovskite but 
crystallize in hexagonal structure can also be multiferroic.  These mainly consist of 
manganites with formula RMnO3 where R = Sc, Y, In, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, or Lu.  The point 
group they possess is 6mm.  These compounds are ferroelectric with an antiferromagnetic 
Mn3+ sublattice.  

3. Boracites (M3B7O13X) are ferroelectric, ferroelastic antiferromagnets, that sometimes also 
have a weak ferromagnetic moment.  The range of bivalent ions can be M = Cr, Mn, Fe, 
Co, Cu, Ni and the anions, X = Cl, Br, or I.  These solid solutions have ferroelectric TC > 
300 K.  However the magnetic transitions occur below 100 K.   

4. BaMF4 compounds where M = Mg, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, are ferroelectric ferroelastic with 
solely antiferromagnetic or weak ferromagnetic ordering.  These solid solutions have 2mm 
point symmetry at high temperatures and their melting temperature is less than their Curie 
temperature.3, 42 

Although multiferroic phenomena are observed in these materials, they are of little utility for 

applications due to the temperature range of the coupled phenomena or the nature of the 

magnetic ordering (i.e. antiferromagnetic).40   
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Multiferroic Composites 

 Several groups have examined nanostructured materials as potential multiferroics.  For 

example, self-assembled BaTiO3-CoFe2O4 nanocomposites have been studied by Zheng et al43 

and are shown in Figure 2-2.  The structures consist of CoFe2O4 nanopillars that are grown 

perpendicular to a SrTiO3 substrate, with the pillars embedded in a BaTiO3 matrix.  This self-

assembled matrix is a spinel/perovskite structure grown from a single 0.65BaTiO3-0.35CoFeO4 

target by pulsed laser deposition.  The authors proposed magnetoelectric coupling through 

magnetorestriction, a mechanism where there is strong elastic interactions between the two 

phases.  One of the interactions comprised of the BaTiO3 matrix’s ferroelectric structural 

distortion from cubic to tetragonal phase which caused a compressive strain in CoFe2O4 

nanopillar along its axis.  A drop in the magnetization at the ferroelectric TC was quoted as 

evidence for magnetoelectric coupling.43   

Multiferroic Materials via Artificial Superlattices 

Recent motivation for thin film artificial superlattices for multiferroics has increased over 

the past decade because of the benefit of having very defined interfaces at the atomic level.  The 

interfaces comprised of a magnetic and ferroelectric material layered on one another has great 

advantage over bulk materials because of manipulation of electron-mediated magnetic dipole 

ordering.  Shown in Figure 2-3, lattice strain effects, dimensionality, and stacking periodicity are 

some of the key parameters that can be controlled.   

Tabata et al44 suggested that superlattice structures can realize the following: 

1. “Strain Effect; lattice stress can be introduced at the interface 

2. [Reduced] Dimensionality; first layer is isolated by the second layer with changing 
thickness of the second layer 

3. Stacking periodicity (cycles); it is like a sharp superlattice in semiconducting devices.” 44 
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There are two kinds of strain that can occur in a multilayer structure:  the interface between the 

film and the substrate, and the interface between the two distinct materials used to create the 

multilayers.  Thus, one can expect a variation of strains in a multilayer system.  In multiferroic 

systems, compressive (or tensile) strain at the interface can suppress (or enhance) multiferroic 

coupling.  With reduced dimensionality, the thickness of the layers can pose variation in the 

measured property of interest. An enhancement or suppression of coupling can also occur with 

changing thickness of one or both layers. Variation of stacking periodicity can tune the transition 

temperature of the material property of interest, i.e. Curie or Neel temperature.   

In recent years, superlattices have offered novel approaches to create new materials that 

can be tailored depending on the kind of layer materials, thickness, morphology, and layer 

interfacial structure.  Varying one or more of these factors does in fact govern the electronic and 

magnetic properties.45  One of the key roles of synthesizing artificial superlattices for use as 

multiferroic materials is that the properties can yield larger coupling at moderate conditions than 

single phase multiferroic materials, of which the latter majority have weak multiferroic coupling.   

 The latest studies of multiferroic materials, especially renewed interest in materials 

showing simultaneous ferromagnetic and ferroelectric properties, are increasingly attempted via 

thin film superlattice assembly.  There are some groups that have succeeded to assemble 

ferromagnetic/ferroelectric hetero-epitaxial layers.  Mentioned here are a few studies in recent 

years of ferromagnetic/ferroelectric thin films assembled via superlattice technique using laser 

ablation.46-49   

 Murugavel et al 48 chose ferromagnetic Pr0.85Ca0.15MnO3 (PCMO) and ferroelectric 

Ba0.6Sr0.4TiO3 (BST) to fabricate artificial thin film superlattices.  They chose PCMO, because it 

appears to be ferromagnetic and insulating which is uncommon, and BST, for a minimum lattice 
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mismatch with PCMO.  They observed increase in magnetoresistance in the samples with 

increasing ferroelectric layers as well as magnetization and dielectric constant as a function of 

temperature, indicating that superlattices could have coexistence of ferromagnetic and 

ferroelectric properties.48   

 Another group50 created multilayers of ferroelectric BaTiO3 (BTO) and ferromagnetic 

La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (LCMO).  They varied the thickness of the BTO layers while keeping LCMO 

layers constant at a thin layer where it behaves as an insulating ferromagnet.  They revealed that 

the total magnetization increased as the BTO layer thickness is increased.  However the Curie 

temperature of the films were almost independent of BTO thickness.  In addition, they obtained 

successful measurements of high magnetocapacitance and large magnetoresistance, which they 

claim will open the path to design optimal multiferroic thin films.50   

Multiferroic Solid-Solution Epitaxial Films 

There has been much work on “enhancing” the magnetic properties of single phase 

multiferroic materials that exist, for example by substitution and doping of A-site and/or B-site 

cations.51-71  BiFeO3–based solid solutions have recently become of increasing interest, as 

research groups look to make this antiferromagnetic ferroelectric exhibit “maximum strength” 

magnetism without compromising the integrity of its robust ferroelectric properties.54, 56-61  Only 

a few groups have investigated the properties of A- and/or B-site cation substitution on bulk 

BiFeO3,54-59, 62-64 and even less articles are published on A- and/or B-site cation substitution in 

BiFeO3 epitaxial thin films.60, 61, 70, 71  

A-site cation substitution is of importance in BiFeO3 because it has been theoretically 

predicted and experimentally shown that the doping or substitution of certain elements can cause 

a change in the proposed magnetic structure of BiFeO3.72, 73  However, this is not an easy task, 

taking note that even the synthesis of single phase BiFeO3 in bulk or thin film is rather difficult 
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to achieve due to many factors, including the volatility of Bi ions, narrow window of epitaxial 

deposition constraints, and numerous possible impurity energetically favorable phases.31, 35, 74  

Hence, another reason to utilize substitution into BiFeO3 is by adding another solid solution in 

the system that can prevent the formation of second phases and improve the resistivity of 

BiFeO3.32, 51, 55, 75  

Some groups have utilized isovalent cations, many which are rare earth elements such as 

Gd, Nd, Sc, La, and Ce, as an A-site substitution.54-61  Some have substituted as little as 5%, and 

at most 40% substitution for Bi.  Khomchenko et al showed that with adding up to 30% Gd to 

bulk BiFeO3, the room temperature magnetization increased to weak ferromagnetism. They 

claim it was not due to Gd3+ ions themselves being magnetic, but that an antisymmetric exchange 

mechanism was the reason for the increase, as well as the main idea that there is a substitution-

induced suppression of the spiral spin modulation.54 Two groups studied the effects of 

substitution of Lanthanum (La3+) into bulk BiFeO3.  Zhang et al claim that adding La3+ induced 

the destruction of the spin cycloid, and hence resulted in a magnetization two times that of 

“pure” BiFeO3.  The second group, Das et al, demonstrated that the presence of a small 

secondary phase in BiFeO3 was removed upon La substitution at the Bi site, which meant that 

stabilization of the bulk crystal structure was enabled.  In addition, they concluded that 

nonuniformity caused by La substitution enhanced the multiferroic properties of BiFeO3.56  

As mentioned before, there are only a few articles published for heterovalent A-site 

substitution in BiFeO3 in the form of thin films,60, 61, 70, 71 which is not a surprise due to the 

relatively new general interest in improving multiferroic materials by cation substitution, rather 

than just by growth conditions and substrate choice.  Epitaxial films that are grown, especially 

via pulsed laser deposition, discussed in Chapter 3, have proven to be relatively advantageous.  
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This is due to the “ease” at which most any material can be grown with stoichiometric transfer of 

atoms onto a single crystal substrate.  Two groups in particular have grown the same A-site 

substituted material, (Bi0.6Tb0.3La0.1)FeO3, both via pulsed laser deposition, and a third research 

group synthesized this material as a bulk ceramic.63, 70, 71  The findings of Palkar et al of bulk 

(Bi0.825Tb0.075La0.1)FeO3 were a decrease in the ferroelectric transition temperature (they ascribe 

this to the addition of Tb3+ which causes a decrease in the unit cell volume), and a room 

temperature magnetization increase to 4µB per Tb ion.63 This is the largest magnetization 

reported for a multiferroic material.   

A second group, Wang et al, grew epitaxial films of (Bi0.6Tb0.3La0.1)FeO3 and reported that 

growing at very low pressures removes the presence of impurity phases (an BiFeO3 

orthorhombic phase and a ferric oxide) and increases the crystallinity, in addition to decreasing 

the leakage current at electric fields higher than 50 kV/cm.72  The authors believe the cause of 

leakage current is attributed to a small amount of Fe2+ ions or oxygen vacancies.  They 

concluded the cause was the presence of oxygen vacancies and reasoned their findings in a paper 

where doping BiFeO3 with Ti4+ ions decreased the leakage in those films, indicating that oxygen 

vacancies was the main cause.76  The authors also ex situ annealed the films in oxygen ambient 

atmosphere and measured the lowest leakage current ever reported in literature on pure or doped 

BiFeO3 thin films.72   

The third and last report on (Bi0.6Tb0.3La0.1)FeO3 served as a response to the two 

previously mentioned articles.  The authors, Eerenstein et al,70  attempted to reproduce data 

produced by the previously mentioned articles and explained their own observations.  First, the 

authors addressed the problem of large variation of measured BiFeO3 polarization (between 2 

and 150 µC/cm2), especially groups measuring polarizations in excess of 100 µC/cm2. They state 
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that to determine if a measured polarization is valid, frequency-dependent measurements and 

leakage density (acceptable values are below 10-5 A/cm2) should be reported with polarization 

measurements.  In addition to this concern, Eerenstein et al challenged the claim of a large 

ferromagnetic moment of 4µB per ion.63, 70  They reproduced results where the magnetization 

increases from 0.05µB per unit cell in undoped BiFeO3 films to ~0.08µB per unit cell for 

(Bi0.6Tb0.3La0.1)FeO3.  The concluded that it is possible that the large value reported was due to 

iron oxide impurities due to Bi loss.  They also added that the large room temperature moment 

cannot be explained by A-site magnetic order, because this is only expected as low temperatures 

(< 5 K), and other rare earth substitutions54-61 show only weak magnetism.70   

To conclude, there is much investigation and interest in A-site substitution of BiFeO3 

among other methods of finding ways to improve on the setbacks of the already complex 

properties of this multiferroic material.  Why choose BiFeO3 to combine with BaFeO3-x?  

Because BiFeO3 is one of the most promising lead-free piezoelectric materials that exhibit 

multiferroic behavior at and above room temperature.  Part of this work is about ways to 

combine these two materials in a solid solution to study their properties, in particular their 

structural and magnetic properties.   
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Figure 2-1.  Schematic of a perovskite structure, below and above the ferroelectric TC.  Some 
ferroelectrics, such as this, the B cations shift off position. 
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Table 2-1.  Single phase multiferroics with various properties. 
Compound  Structure  Point Group(s)  Properties  Example  
Perovskite  ABO

3
 or  

A
2
B’B’’O

6
  

3m  FE, FEL,  
(A)FM  

BiFeO
3
, 

PbFe
0.5

Nb
0.5

O
3
  

Hexagonal 
Manganites  

RMnO
3
  6mm  FE, AFM  R = Sc, Y, Ho, Tm, In  

Boracite  MB
7
O

13
X  High T: bar43m 

Low T: 3m or m  
FE, FEL,  
(A)FM  

M =Ni, Co, Cr 
X =Cl, Br, I  

BaMF
4
  BaMF

4
  2mm  FE, FEL,  

(A)FM  
M = Mg, Mn, Fe  
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Figure 2-2.  Schematic of self-assembled nanostructure thin film aligned perpendicular to 

substrate. Reprinted with permission:  H. Zheng, et al., Science 303, 661 (2004).   

 

 
Figure 2-3.  Variation of layering in an artificial superlattice.  A) Strain:  Lattice stress can be 

introduced at the interface; B) Dimensionality: black layer is isolated by the white 
layer with changing thickness of the white layer; C) Stacking: change in the number 
of cycles.  Reprinted with permission:  H. Tabata, K. Ueda, and T. Kawai, Materials 
Science and Engineering B 56, 140 (1998).   
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 

Synthesis of Thin Films 

Pulsed Laser Deposition 

Introduction 

 Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) is a thin film growth technique that is conceptually 

simple.  The apparatus consists of a target holder and substrate holder located inside a vacuum 

chamber.  A laser is used to ablate materials from the target and deposit on substrate(s) mounted 

to the substrate holder.  Film growth can be carried out in almost any kind of gas environment 

with or without plasma excitation.77  A brief history, specific equipment used, and technique of 

PLD will be briefly explained here.   

 After the first high-power ruby laser became available, many experimental and 

theoretical studies of interactions of intense laser beams on solid surfaces, liquids and gaseous 

materials came about.77, 78  However, there were not many research studies from this time in the 

1960s to the mid 1970s, when the electronic Q-switch was developed, which could send short 

pulses with high power intensity, with the help of a high efficiency second harmonic generator, 

which reduced the “splashing” and increased absorption depth.  This increased the variety of 

materials that could be studied with lasers, but it wasn’t until the breakthrough of epitaxial 

growth of High TC superconducting films in 1987 that PLD broke out as a high interest growth 

technique of choice.77-79   

Why pulsed laser deposition? 

 One of the greatest advantages of PLD is its capability to explore almost any combination 

of materials (both undiscovered and currently studied) compared to most epitaxial growth 

systems.  Unlike other systems, the energy source of PLD, the laser, is independent from the 
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deposition chamber system, making PLD a simpler technique to create complex epitaxial films.77  

In addition, the ability to realize stoichiometric transfer of ablated material from multi-cation 

targets shows that almost any material that exists in the bulk form can be studied via growth by 

PLD as an epitaxial thin film.78, 80  There are a large variety of conditions that can be varied via 

laser mirror optics, target-substrate distances, ambient gases, and various laser energies.   

Components 

 Laser 

Laser wavelength is important in the use of PLD.  To efficiently ablate target material, 

temperatures of the ablated volume must be well above what is required for evaporation of 

species.  Thus the laser pulse should have short duration, be high in energy density, and highly 

absorbable by target materials.  Specifically for ceramic target pellets, ultraviolet wavelength 

lasers are optimal for achievable deposition.78  Generally, laser wavelengths for PLD exist 

between 200 and 400nm, Table 3-1 shows different excimer laser operating wavelengths.  These 

wavelengths are used because most materials exhibit strong absorption in this spectral region.  

Most research has been executed with excimer and Nd3+:YAG (Yittrium Aluminum Garnet) 

lasers as the energy source.  Light output from an excimer laser comes from a molecular gain 

medium, and the lasing action occurs between an upper electronic state and a weakly bound 

ground state, and it emits a photon during the transition from one to the next.  For a high-quality 

deposition, the laser output must have uniformity; hot spots and non-uniformity must be avoided, 

especially in the use of multi-component deposition targets.  Non-uniformity in laser output can 

lead to particle formation on substrate, or non-stoichiometry in the epitaxial film. KrF, having 

the highest gain, is one of two of the most extensively used excimers for PLD (the other being 

XeCl).77  In this work, a Lambda Physik Compex 205 KrF excimer laser was utilized for 
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epitaxial films grown in Chapter 4, and an LPX 325i KrF excimer laser was used for epitaxial 

films grown in Chapters 5 and 6. 

Laser-target interaction 

A laser pulse from the KrF-excimer laser strikes the target, and a fraction of the energy is 

reflected and the rest is absorbed by the target.  During the laser pulse, heat conduction occurs at 

target’s surface area and certain depth length.  This makes a heated volume with energy inside, 

where solid material within the volume becomes highly dense and generates into plasma.  Any 

leftover energy causes bonds to break and material is ablated from the surface of the target into a 

plume.  The effusion layer (plume) expands out of this shallow target crater, mostly 

perpendicular to the surface.  The effusion layer cools during the adiabatic expansion and at the 

same instant the atoms acquire a large flow velocity in the surface normal direction towards the 

heated (and in some cases rotating) substrate.81 

Optics 

The optics between the laser output and the vacuum chamber laser viewport consist of 

beam splitters, apertures and focusing lenses, laser window, and mirrors.  It is incredibly 

important that the optics remain clean and defect free, for dirt or dust particles that land on the 

optics can be permanently embedded in the lenses causing major damage.  Spherical lenses can 

magnify in two orthogonal planes, which image a point source as a point, as well as change the 

position of the image in up or down and left or right.  Cylindrical lenses magnify in one plane, 

and so they change the position of the image in only one direction.77 

Deposition chamber 

The basic PLD deposition system consists of these parts:  chamber, target manipulation, 

substrate heater and holder, gas flow controllers, pressure gauges, differential vacuum pumps, 

and various gate valves.  Some systems also include extra apparatus for in situ growth 
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measurements including Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED), ion and 

elemental probes. Figure 3-1 is a schematic of a Laser Molecular Beam Epitaxy (LMBE) system 

used for the growth of films in Chapter 4.   

Targets 

BaFeO3 targets were synthesized from BaCO3 (99.997%) and Fe2O3 (99.998%) powders 

that are crushed and dry-mixed in a high density alumina mortar and pestle set for 45 minutes.  

The powder mixture was placed in a covered high density alumina boat and calcined in a box 

furnace in air in the following sequence:   

)(25950950800)( 5624 RTCCCCRTRoomTemp hrshrshrshrs °⎯⎯→⎯°⎯⎯→⎯°⎯⎯→⎯°⎯⎯→⎯  

After removal, the powder mixture was put in a ball mill and mixed dry for 30 minutes, or 

dry-mixed a second time with alumina mortar and pestle set.  Then the mixed powders were cold 

pressed into a 1” diameter pellet with a stainless steel die and held under 2000 lbs psi for 2 

minutes and then placed again in a box furnace in air and set to sinter in the following sequence:   

)(2510001000)( 5124 RTCCCRTRoomTemp hrshrshrs °⎯⎯→⎯°⎯⎯ →⎯°⎯⎯→⎯  

The target is then checked for hardness and polished with sand paper to ensure a flat surface for 

even laser ablation.  (Bi, Ba)FeO3 solid solution targets were synthesized using the same 

conditions as BaFeO3 targets, but with an extra step in the process where Bi2O3 was added right 

after the BaFeO3 mixture was calcined.  Due to the volatility of Bismuth, the calcining and 

sintering temperatures were 100 degrees less than that of BaFeO3.  In addition, 10% excess Bi2-

O3 was added to account for Bi loss during sintering and deposition.78  Three targets:  SmScO3, 

SrTiO3, and KTaO3 targets were obtained from Darrell Scholm’s research group (Penn State), 

Praxair, Inc, and ORNL (hot-pressed). 
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Growth procedure  

The ceramic target is loaded into the deposition chamber on a target carousel.  The laser is 

used to ablate the targets.  The pulsed laser is focused through a series of mirrors and lenses 

mentioned previously, eventually through the deposition chamber window onto the rotating 

target.82  Film deposition occurs on the heated (and in some cases rotating) substrate.   

The substrates utilized in this work are SrTiO3 (100), LaAlO3 (100)pc , KTaO3 (100), 

NdGaO3 (100)pc, DyScO3 (100)pc,  and (La0.29,Sr0.71)(Al0.65,Ta0.35)O3 (LSAT) (100)pc single 

crystal substrates.  Although LaAlO3 is rhombohedral at room temperature, it is a cubic 

perovskite at the growth temperatures and can be indexed as a perovskite pseudo-cubic with a0 = 

3.789 Å at room temperature.  Prior to growth, the substrates were cleaned with 

trichloroethylene, acetone, and methanol in an ultrasonic bath, followed by drying with dry 

nitrogen.  In order to remove any trace metals that might introduce spurious magnetic properties, 

the unpolished backside of the substrate was etched with a 50/50 solution of HNO3 and distilled 

water. 

The base pressure of the deposition is sustained at 10-7-10-9 Torr, with various growth 

pressures maintained between 0.1-300 mTorr Po2. Oxygen and Nitrous Oxide flow rates are 1-2 

sccm.  The temperatures of the substrates mounted on substrate holders during growth are 600-

900°C respectively.  Laser ablation energies are between 2-3 J/cm2 with a pulse rate of 5 or 10 

Hz for BaFeO3 epitaxial films, and 1.68 J/cm2 at 50 Hz for continuous-target-rotation mechanism 

for solid solution thin films.   

Two -target continuous rotation method 

Epitaxial films discussed in Chapter 6 were grown using a two-target continuous rotation 

method.  This method is used to create solid solution or alloy epitaxial films via the use of two 

targets, instead of making a new target of the desired composition.  Before deposition, the 
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desired solid solution composition is calculated, to know how many shots per end-member target 

is needed, and how many repetitions are required for the desired thickness.  This information is 

put into a text file, and then loaded into a Labview software program which will convert the text 

file to a run sequence.  In the deposition chamber, two targets are placed opposite from each 

other on the target carousel, and routine preparations are completed prior to deposition.  The 

program, when executed will command the entire target carousel to rotate at a certain speed, and 

laser pulses will strategically hit each target with a certain number of pulses at determined 

frequencies  to create alloy mixing.  This method, when modified, can also be used to create 

artificial superlattices.   

Characterization 

Superconducting Quantum Interference Device Magnetometry (SQUID) 

Introduction 

The magnetic properties of the samples are investigated by using Superconducting 

Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) Magnetometry.  The SQUID consists of a 

superconducting ring with an insulating weak link (a.k.a. Josephson junction).  These junctions 

allow discrete increments in flux to enter the ring.  The changes in flux are detected by a voltage 

induced in a coil placed around the superconducting ring.  These counts or voltage pulses are 

used to measure the applied field.83  Magnetic properties can be determined by finding how the 

magnetization changes versus temperature, as well as with applied field.   

Theory  

To further explain the Josephson junction, it is important to briefly note the Josephson 

Effect, a phenomenon predicted by Josephson as a graduate student at Cambridge in 1962.  The 

junction consists of a thin insulating film separating two superconductors.6, 8, 83  Cooper pairs (a 

pair of electrons that have a lower energy than the two individual electrons) can tunnel through 
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this barrier, but only up to a certain critical current which changes by the presence of a very 

small field.  SQUID uses this change in current to detect small changes in magnetic field.7, 8, 83, 84   

Magnetic Property Measurement System (MPMS) components 

When speaking about what “a SQUID is”, it must be acknowledged that a SQUID is just 

one of four main superconducting components that are located inside a Magnetic Property 

Measurement System (MPMS) that is manufactured by Quantum Design.  Please note that there 

are many system components in the MPMS, however only the superconducting components will 

be explained.  The first superconducting component, the SQUID is an incredibly sensitive device 

that doesn’t directly detect the magnetic field from a sample, but when the sample is moving 

through the system of superconducting detection coils (another superconducting component that 

are connected to the wires of the SQUID device), the current from the detection coils is 

converted to voltage through the sample and the output voltage is recorded.  The SQUID 

therefore functions as a current to voltage converter.84 More importantly, the basic function of 

the SQUID is measuring magnetic dipoles (or magnetization). 

When a measurement is performed in the MPMS, a sample is moved through the 

superconducting detection coils that are located outside the sample chamber and at the center of 

the superconducting magnet (a third superconducting component).  The magnet consists of a 

solenoid shape, where it is constructed as a closed superconducting loop.  The fourth component 

is the superconducting shield, which is an equally important component as the others due to the 

sensitivity of the SQUID detector.  The magnetic field produced in the SQUID by a small sample 

such as a thin film is on the order of a flux quantum—which when compared to the magnetic 

flux though a 1 square centimeter of the earth’s magnetic field, it is 9 orders of magnitude larger 

than the sample’s.84 
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Sample preparation 

Silver paint is used to attach the samples to the substrate holder during film growth.  The 

silver paint must be removed so that there is no magnetic moment from impurities in the silver 

paint.  Thus there will be no extra work to scan a reference sample with silver paint and have to 

worry about subtracting the silver paint moment from the sample moment.  Most importantly, the 

magnetization data can be counted as real, since the epitaxial films’ magnetic moments are 

relatively weak, compared to bulk samples due to orders of magnitude less mass.   

There were two ways silver paint was removed from samples.  The first way remove the 

silver paint from the sample, a layer of photo-resist is spun onto the film surface of the sample, 

heated on a hotplate to be cured.  The photoresist is used to protect the film layer of the sample 

from damage due to handling and from silver dust particles.  After the minute is completed the 

sample is cooled by placing it on a rectangular metal block to pull the heat from the sample.   

After five minutes, when the sample is completely cooled, the back and sides of the sample 

are sanded with ultra fine sandpaper.  After checking that all traces of silver paint are sanded off, 

the sample is then rinsed with deionized (DI) water, and air-dried with nitrogen gas.  This step is 

to ensure there are no loose silver paint particles on the sample.  To remove the photoresist, the 

sample is rinsed with Acetone solvent, then Isopropanol alcohol, and then air-dried with 

Nitrogen gas.  The sample is checked under a light microscope for traces of photoresist residue 

and/or silver paint.  The second way to remove silver paint is to do the same process as 

mentioned above, but instead of sanding the back of the sample with sandpaper, the back can be 

etched with a 50/50 solution of HNO3 and distilled water. 

Sample mount 

To prepare a sample to mount in the MPMS, the thin film samples are placed in plastic 

straws.  Kapton tape, which is used as a low background noise tape, is then placed on one end of 
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the strawset to prevent the sample from slipping out the sample mount strawset.  The sample-

mount strawset is now ready to attach onto the MPMS metal sample transport rod.   

 The sample-mount strawset open end is slipped onto the MPMS sample transport rod, 

and subsequently secured with more kapton tape.  The sample transport rod with attached 

sample-mount strawset is placed in the airlock of the MPMS chamber and pushed down into the 

MPMS.  Usually the temperature inside the MPMS hovers around 30 Kelvin, so the sample is 

cooled quickly to that temperature when pushed deep into the MPMS.   

Sample measurement 

Once inside the MPMS chamber, the sample is ready to be centered.  First a low field is set 

to be used to center the sample.  In the experiments executed in this work, a low field of 2000 

Oersted (Oe) was used.  The temperature to center the sample can be any, but in these 

experiments, usually 40 Kelvin, or a temperature well below the samples “guessed” or known 

Curie Temperature (TC) was used.   

The top of the sample transport rod is attached to a stepper-motor-controlled platform that 

is used to drive the sample through the superconducting detection coils in a series of defined 

steps.  During the centering process, the sample is stopped at several positions over a specified 

length, here four centimeters, and several readings of the SQUID voltage are recorded and 

averaged.  Depending on whether there is a “nonmagnetic” (actually diamagnetic or 

paramagnetic) response or a magnetic (actually ferro- or antiferromagnetic) response, that 

maximum or minimum voltage at a certain scan distance (in centimeters) will be where the 

sample is located.  If the voltage versus scan distance is inconclusive, then a higher field can be 

applied, or restart the process of mounting the sample (to check if the sample was not secured 

properly).84   
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After the sample is centered, the field can be turned “off,”, and the saved sequence files 

can be executed.  There are 2 main kinds of scans that are executed in these projects:   

1. M(H):  Magnetization as a function of applied magnetic field 
2. M(T):  Magnetization as a function of temperature 

 
H is the magnetic field applied to the sample by the superconducting coil, and T is the 

temperature applied.  M is the magnetization (or magnetic response) of the sample.  In an M(H) 

measurement, measurement is taken at a fixed temperature (in these projects it is 10 Kelvin) 

while measuring M at a series of H values.  In an M(T) measurement, the applied field is fixed 

(in these projects the field was 2000 Oe usually) while measuring M at a series of temperatures.  

In these projects there were two kinds of M(T) measurements:  field-cooled and zero-field 

cooled.  In the field-cooled M(T) measurements, the sample is taken to room temperature (300 

Kelvin) and then cooled to about 5 Kelvin in a low field (2000 Oe) while measuring M.  In the 

zero-field-cooled M(T) measurement, the sample is cooled without a field to about 5 Kelvin, and 

then raised to room temperature in a low field (2000 Oe) while measuring M.  These two 

temperature dependent measurements are one way of determining if irreversibility exists in the 

sample.   

The samples were measured in a Quantum Design SQUID by Dr. Hebard’s research group 

in the Physics Department at University of Florida as well as by the author in the Materials 

Science and Technology Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  To accurately measure the 

magnetization of the film, substrates were measured with SQUID, and their diamagnetic (or in 

some cases paramagnetic) response was subtracted as the background from the actual sample’s 

measurement.  This was accomplished by taking the magnetization versus field data, and 

dividing this by the mass of the reference substrate.  Then these values were subtracted from the 

sample data, and the data was multiplied by the sample’s actual mass.  All samples in Chapter 4 
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were measured with the applied field perpendicular to the plane, or [001] direction.  Most 

samples in Chapters 5 and 6 were measured with the applied field parallel to the plane, or [100] 

direction.  In some cases samples in Chapter 5 were measured perpendicular to the plane. 

In Chapter 6, the hysteresis loops are examined, and what is noteworthy is that there is 

paramagnetic signal coming from all four samples, which is attributed from the substrates.  LAO 

and STO are mostly diamagnetic, so their backgrounds are relatively easier to subtract.  

However, LSAT and NGO are strongly paramagnetic making it is more difficult to subtract a 

large paramagnetic component in addition to a diamagnetic background.  This paramagnetic 

response from a substrate, which can be tens to thousands of times greater than the film’s 

magnetic response, greatly distorts what would look like “normal” ferromagnetic hysteresis 

loops in these samples.   

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) 

Introduction 

X-ray Diffraction (XRD) is a technique used to measure the structural properties of a 

material such as strain, epitaxy, phase composition, preferred orientation, and defect structure.  

XRD is nondestructive and can be used in most environments, making it advantageous over 

other techniques that can also determine crystalline phases such as Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM) which is a destructive technique.  XRD can be used to determine the 

thickness of thin films and multilayers.  It is important in many technological applications 

because of its ability to determine strain states.  For magnetic thin films, it can be used to 

uniquely identify phases and preferred orientations, since these can determine magnetic 

properties.83   
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Bragg’s Law (X-ray Theory) 

Crystals are made of planes of atoms that are spaced a distance, d, apart, each family of 

planes has a different d-spacing from one another.  To differentiate these planes, a coordinate 

system, such as an orthogonal system for a simple cubic crystal can be uniquely distinguished by 

its Miller Indices.  The Miller Indices with the a, b, and c crystallographic axes, are the 

reciprocal intercepts of the plane reduced to the smallest integers having the same ratio.85  An 

(hkl) plane intercepts the axes at a/h, b/k, and c/l.  Thus the d-spacing between (hkl) planes is dhkl
 

for simple cubic crystals, where 

222

0

lkh

a
dhkl

++
= ,……………………………………………………..(3-1) 

Here in Eq. 3-1, a0 is the lattice constant of the crystal.85   

In X-ray diffraction, there are three basic parts (probe, interaction, detection) that 

contribute to observing diffraction in a crystal.  The probe is the incident x-ray beam, which is 

focused with measured slits to reduce beam size.  The beam interacts with a specimen which, in 

this project is an epitaxial thin film on a single crystal substrate.  Under certain condition, there 

will be constructive interference which enables the incident beam to diffract off the crystal’s 

atomic planes.  The detection is the detector which the diffracted beam (x-ray photons) enters 

into and is recorded as a specific d-spacing.  Bragg’s law gives the condition for which a 

diffraction peak can be observed from the constructive interference from x-rays scattered by 

atomic planes in a crystal:  

hklhkld θλ sin2= ,…...…………………………………………….(3-2) 

In Eq. 3-2, θhkl represents the angle that is between the planes and the incident and diffracted x-

ray beam.  To observe a diffracted plane, the detector must be positioned so the diffraction is 

2θhkl.  In addition, the crystal should be oriented so that the normal to the diffracting plane is 
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coplanar with the incident and diffracted beams, so that the angle between them is equal to the 

Bragg angle θhkl.  Only one specimen orientation is possible for each (hkl) plane in single 

crystals and epitaxial films.83, 85   

Reciprocal space maps 

Reciprocal Space Maps (RSMs) are two-axes measurements that produce a two- or three- 

dimensional “map” of the epitaxial film and substrate, mostly with off-axis planes.  These scans 

are incredibly useful because calculation of the out in-plane as well as out-of-plane lattice 

parameters can be obtained.  The measurements are loaded into X-Pert software.  Using the 

substrate as the reference point, the peak distance differences (or mismatch) from the substrate to 

the film is measured.  The parallel mismatch the difference taken from the x-axis and 

perpendicular mismatch is taken from the difference of the y-axis.  For more accuracy, take into 

consideration the average of the Kα1 and Kα2 peaks. These differences can be converted to lattice 

constants when the lattice constant of the substrate is known.  On reciprocal space maps one can 

identify whether a film exhibits strain or relaxation and to what degree, with respect to the 

substrate.  It is important to note that in the epitaxial films measured here, it assumed that the 

films have some sort of tetragonal structure when calculating lattice parameters. 

Other scans 

Two-theta (2θ) scans can determine the unique d-spacings of crystalline materials and 

specifically show out of plane peak intensities, which is proof of epitaxy.  In this project 

specifically, the perovskite materials studied will show (00l) peak intensities. Omega (ω) 

Rocking Curve scans will “oscillate” about a chosen d-spacing on the 2-theta/2 axis (or omega) 

and the information determined is the crystallinity of the sample.  The breadth of the rocking 

curve or Full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) will determine the distribution of the crystalline 

grains.  A narrow rocking curve (FWHM ≤ 0.5°) means the film is highly crystalline, whereas a 
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FWHM greater than 0.5° is poorer crystalline quality.  Single crystal substrates always yield a 

FWHM of less than 0.08°.  Phi scans verify or identify the symmetry of the material measured. 

In addition, specific families of planes of single crystal substrates can be determined.   

Components used in the study 

In this work, a couple of diffractometers were used:  a Phillips APD 3720 two-circle x-ray 

diffractometer for films grown in Chapter 4, and a Pan Alytical four-circle x-ray diffractometer 

for films grown in Chapters 5 and 6.  In the four-circle diffractometer, a mirror was used (which 

limits peaks to the presence of Kα1 and Kα2 peaks.  Also slits of ¼” and ⅛” were used in 

measurements.  

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) 

Scanning electron microscopy operation 

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) obtains topographic images and elemental analysis 

of organic and inorganic materials.  Its usefulness stems from its capability of attaining three-

dimensional-like images of the surfaces of various samples and specimens.  It has a 

magnification range of 10-10,000×, and most elements can be identified using the electron 

dispersive spectrometer portion of the SEM.  The SEM’s instrumental resolution is generally on 

the order of 10-50 Angstroms; as well it has a large depth of field, which is responsible for the 

three-dimensional appearances of sample imaging.  Overall the SEM’s most important use is for 

structure analysis and elemental analysis.86   

The SEM is made of two major components, an electron column and a control console.  

The electron column contains an electron gun and two or more electron lenses, which mostly 

control the path of the electrons travelling down the column.  The control console is made of a 

cathode ray tube (CRT) viewing screen and computer keyboard with knobs that are both used to 

control the electron beam.86   
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To describe how the SEM works, there are basic stages that can be expounded upon:  the 

electron gun and lenses produce an electron beam, a deflection system controls the 

magnification, the electron detector collects the signal, and the computer records the image.  

First the electron gun generates electrons (usually by work of an applied voltage across a heated 

tungsten filament) which are then demagnified by electron lenses, because the spot size is too 

large.  The electrons are focused in a smaller beam, and this beam goes through lens at the end of 

the column into the sample chamber, where it interacts with the sample to a depth of around 1 

micron.  In the deflection system, two pairs of electromagnetic deflection coils are used to sweep 

the beam across the sample, which creates a raster on the viewing screen.  Then distinction or 

contrast in the image occurs during beam-sample varied interactions that are collected by the 

electron detector, which converts the signal to intensity changes on the viewing screen and 

produces an image.  Last, this image is stored in digital form by a computer for processing and 

printing.86   

Sample preparation and mounting 

Due to bombardment of electrons onto the sample during SEM, if the sample is 

nonconducting, (or insulating) the sample may exhibit a phenomena called “charging.”  To 

overcome this problem, samples can be prepared by coating them.  In this work, samples were 

coated with Carbon, using an SPI Sputter Coater.   

X-Ray spectral measurement via electron dispersive spectrometer (EDS) 

Electron Dispersive X-Ray Spectrometers are solid state detectors that are used for x-ray 

measurement to determine chemical analysis of samples.  When the electron beam interacts with 

the sample, x-ray photons from the sample pass through a thin window into an cooled reverse-

bias p-i-n (p-type, intrinsic, n- type) Si(Li) crystal.  A photoelectron is ejected after each x-ray 

photon is absorbed, which gives up most of its energy to form electron-hole pairs.  These pairs 
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are taken by an applied bias to form a charge pulse, which converts to a voltage pulse, and then 

the signal is passed to a computer x-ray analyzer.  The data is shown as histogram of intensity by 

voltage.86   

In this work, ceramic target powder samples were examined using a Hitachi S4800 FEG 

SEM, located in the High Temperature Materials Laboratory (HTML) at Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory.  As stated earlier, most target powder samples were coated with carbon, and their 

chemical composition and surface were analyzed.   
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Figure 3-1.  Schematic of Laser MBE Growth Chamber Setup 

 

 

 

Table 3-1.  Excimer Laser Operating Wavelengths 
Excimer Wavelength (nm) 

F2 157 
ArF 193 
KrCl 222 
KrF 248 
XeCl 308 
XeF 351 
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CHAPTER 4 
FERROMAGNETISM IN PSEUDO-CUBIC BaFeO3 EPITAXIAL FILMS 

Introduction 

Magnetic oxide materials87 have attracted considerable attention due to interest in the 

fundamental science of magnetic moment interactions, magnetic device applications, and the 

possibility of creating novel coupling via the formation of nanostructured interfaces.43, 88, 89  One 

member of the perovskite oxide family that exhibits unique magnetic properties is BaFeO3.  It is 

one of the few oxides where iron assumes an oxidation state of +4.16  In bulk, BaFeO3 normally 

assumes a hexagonal crystal structure (a=0.568 nm and c=1.386 nm), although various 

polymorphs are observed with oxygen deficiency.16, 17, 19, 90, 91  The magnetic properties of 

BaFeO3 are strongly dependent on the oxygen content, presumably affecting the formal valence 

of the iron cation.  Several studies indicate that bulk hexagonal BaFeO3 exhibits an 

antiferromagnetic to ferromagnetic transition at 160 K, with a ferromagnetic Curie temperature 

of 250 K.18   More recent Mössbauer and high magnetic field studies seem to contradict this 

conclusion, showing that no magnetic ordering occurs for 160 K > T > 220 K.19  This 

discrepancy could be related to the different oxygen stoichiometries that BaFeO3-x can assume.18   

Recent results for epitaxial BaFeO3 thin films indicate that the structural, magnetic and 

electrical properties of films can be significantly different from that of bulk material.20, 22, 92  For 

epitaxy on (001) SrTiO3, BaFeO3 films assume a metastable pseudo-cubic crystal structure 

similar to that observed for SrFeO3, a material that exhibits antiferromagnetic characteristics 

with screw spin type magnetic structure and is metallic.  This stabilization of a metastable phase 

via epitaxial growth has been observed for other perovskite-like oxides.93, 94  Previous reports on 

pseudo-cubic BaFeO3 films suggest that this phase is ferromagnetic at room temperature,22, 92 in 

contrast to the hexagonal bulk phase which is not.  This modification of magnetic properties is 
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presumably the result of strain and/or defects in the films.  Modification through strain has been 

observed in a variety of perovskite material properties.78, 95-97  However, it is unclear how strain 

might yield an enhancement in the Tc for magnetic ordering in the Fe+4-O-Fe+4 system.  The 

reported lattice constant of the BaFeO3 epitaxial film on SrTiO3 was a=4.120 Å, which is larger 

than that expected based on anion-cation spacing in bulk materials.20, 22  Note also that the films 

were also reported to be highly insulating.  At 300 K, magnetization measurements showed 

hysteresis as well as remnant magnetization.22, 92   

In this work, the properties of epitaxial pseudo-cubic BaFeO3-x films grown by pulsed laser 

deposition are examined.  The focus of this work is on the variation of magnetic and structural 

properties as a function of processing conditions that yield variations in oxygen content.  As will 

be seen, the onset of robust ferromagnetism is a strong function of oxygen content, similar to 

what is seen in the bulk phases.   

Experimentation 

BaFeO3 thin films were grown on (012) oriented LaAlO3 and (001) SrTiO3 single crystal 

substrates via pulsed laser deposition.79, 98  The LaAlO3 substrates were pre-screened in a 

Superconducting Quantum Interference Device (SQUID) magnetometer to insure that the 

substrates were “non-magnetic” (no ferromagnetic impurities) and thus suitable for magnetic 

characterization of the thin films after growth.  Deposition preparation is discussed in Chapter 3.  

Laser energy densities on the order of 2-3 J/cm2 were utilized.  Target to substrate distance was 

on the order of 4 cm.  The ablation targets were 1 inch diameter BaFeO3-x ceramics.  The thin 

films were grown at substrate temperatures between 650-850°C and an oxygen pressure ranging 

from 0.1-100mTorr.  Growth time was 60 or 100 minutes.  After growth, the samples were 

cooled at 10°/min in the oxygen partial pressure used during growth.   
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The crystal structure and orientation of the deposited films were examined by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD).  Magnetic characterization was performed on a SQUID magnetometer, with 

substrate and sample preparation discussed in Chapter 3, as well as details of what sample crystal 

orientations the magnetic fields were applied to.  In some cases, BaFeO3 films were annealed in 

oxygen in a high temperature tube furnace.   

Results and Discussion 

As-Deposited BaFeO3-x Epitaxial Films 

Initial studies focused on understanding epitaxy and phase evolution for the in situ grown 

BaFeO3-x films.  Figure 4-1 shows the X-ray diffraction data for films grown on LaAlO3 at 

temperatures ranging from 650-850°C in an oxygen pressure of 10 mTorr.  In all cases, the 

growth of BaFeO3-x in a pseudo-cubic perovskite structure is observed, although not as a single 

cubic phase.  In particular, the diffraction data show the emergence of two distinct phases.  At 

low temperatures, the BaFeO3-x (200) peak at a 2-theta angle of 44.27° corresponds to a pseudo-

cubic lattice parameter of 4.09Å.  As the substrate growth temperature is increased, a second 

peak emerges at 45.13°, corresponding to a lattice spacing of 4.02Å.  This could represent the 

emergence of a second cubic phase with a slightly smaller d-spacing, or a splitting of the peak 

due to a single, low symmetry phase with different oxygen stoichiometry.  Low symmetry phases 

are seen for SrFeOx (2.5≤x≤3.0), where there is a cubic (SrFeO2.97), tetragonal (SrFeO2.86), and 

orthorhombic (SrFeO2.73) progression with changes in oxygen stoichiometry.99  However, 

additional in-plane characterization of the crystal structure suggests that the BaFeO3-x films 

consist of two pseudo-cubic phases with slightly different lattice spacing.  This result is 

consistent with that shown in other work on BaFeO3-x films where shifts in the pseudo-cubic 

(00l) peaks have been reported.18, 92  The as-grown BaFeO3-x thin films grown at 10 mTorr were 

translucent with an orange-tan color at a film thickness of approximately 300 nm.  Transport 
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measurements show that the as-grown films were non-conducting.  The magnetic properties of 

the as-deposited BaFeO3-x film were measured at temperatures down to 10K.  The magnetization 

versus applied magnetic field film behavior is shown in Figure 4-2.  A small but discernable 

hysteresis is seen in the M vs. H plot at 10 K, indicating that these films are weakly 

ferromagnetic.   

Ex situ anneal treatment of BaFeO3-x Epitaxial Films 

To investigate the progression of magnetic order with oxygen content, several films were 

subjected to post-growth annealing in oxygen ambient (1 atm).  Films were annealed at varied 

temperatures of 600°C, 750°C, and 900°C for an annealing time of 1 hour.  This annealing 

treatment induced a decrease in lattice spacing and a decrease in resistance.  Figure 4-3 shows 

the X-ray diffraction scans for a BaFeO3 film grown at 700°C, 100 mTorr O2 before and after a 

900°C anneal in oxygen.  Before annealing, the peak at 44.21°, corresponding to a cubic d-

spacing of 4.10 Å, could be deconvolved into two closely spaced peaks.  After annealing at 

900°C, films were measured to be less resistive.  The resistivity was on the order of 100-200 

ohm-cm.  In addition, the color of the films changed from the translucent orange-tan to a 

reflective brown-black.  After annealing, the thin film samples were characterized using x-ray 

diffraction to quantify changes in structure.  After 1-hour annealing of the sample, the peak shifts 

to 45.13°, which corresponds to a smaller lattice spacing of 4.009Å.  Four-circle XRD was used 

to characterize the in-plane lattice spacing, determined to be 4.0134 Å.  The in-plane XRD 

rocking curve full-width half-maximum was on the order of 4°.   

Magnetic Properties of Annealed BaFeO3-x Epitaxial Films 

Significant changes in magnetic properties were observed with annealing.  SQUID 

magnetometry measurements for the as-deposited and annealed films were performed at 10 K, 

100K, and 300K.  The magnetization behavior for the as-deposited films considered in Figure 4-
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2 shows that they display weak ferromagnetic behavior.  In contrast, annealing the films in 

oxygen induces a robust ferromagnetic phase with a stable coercive field.  The magnetization as 

a function of applied magnetic field was measured for BaFeO3-x films grown on LaAlO3 and 

SrTiO3 at 600ºC, then annealed in oxygen at 900ºC.  These films showed clear hysteresis with a 

coercive field on the order of 800 Oe.  Field-cooled and zero-field cooled magnetization was 

measured as a function of temperature. 

  Figure 4-4 shows the magnetization at 5K as a function of magnetic field for films grown 

on SrTiO3 subjected to various anneals; clearly, the magnetization increases with annealing in 

oxygen.  Figure 4-5 shows the magnetization as a function of temperature for the same films.  In 

this case, a Curie temperature of ~ 235 K is observed.  Similar experiments were performed for 

BaFeO3-x films grown on LaAlO3, although the field cooled/zero field cooled splitting was on the 

order of 100 K for the film on LaAlO3.  The realization of ferromagnetism in fully oxidized 

BaFeO3 and not in the oxygen-deficient material is consistent with the Kanamori-Goodenough 

rule for superexchange coupling involving transition metal ions, in which the d5-d5 Fe+3—O— 

Fe+3 superexchange interaction should be antiferromagnetic, and the d4-d4 Fe+4—O—Fe+4 

superexchange interaction ferromagnetic.10,24,25  The difference in magnetic behavior for 

BaFeO3-x thin films grown on LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 may reflect a strain effect due to the differing 

substrate/film lattice spacing. Chapter 5 looks investigates this issue.  Figure 4-6 shows plots of 

saturation (Ms), remnance (Mr), Tc, and the peak in the zero field cooled data for the BaFeO3-x 

films grown on SrTiO3.  Clearly, the annealing of BaFeO3-x films results in a ferromagnetic 

phase with a relatively high value of Tc.  While these results are inconsistent with earlier reports 

of ferromagnetic behavior at 300 K for insulating BaFeO3-x films, they do show that robust 
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ferromagnetism is observed for highly oxidized pseudo-cubic BaFeO3 at relatively high 

temperatures.   

Conclusion 

In conclusion, BaFeO3-x thin films were grown on single crystal perovskite substrates.  The 

as-deposited films had pseudo-cubic perovskite structure, and they were nonconductive and non-

ferromagnetic, which differed from that of the bulk BaFeO3.  Two phases of BaFeO3 were 

identified—an oxygen deficient and oxygen rich phase, where formation is dependent on growth 

temperature and pressure. With increase in temperature, both phases are apparent.  After 

annealing in oxygen ambient atmosphere, the oxygen deficient phase disappears, and the oxygen 

rich phase remains.   There is a large difference in c-axis lattice parameter when comparing as-

deposited films to the annealed films. Lastly, the annealed films showed ferromagnetism and 

were in some cases conductive.  The resistivity was on the order of 100-200 ohm-cm.   
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Figure 4-1.  X-ray Diffraction data of as-deposited BaFeO3-x epitaxial films with increasing 

temperature 
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Figure 4-2.  Magnetization versus applied magnetic field for as-deposited BaFeO3-x grown at 

750°C and 10 mTorr   
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Figure 4-3.  X-ray diffraction scans for BaFeO3-x films on LaAlO3, both as deposited and after 

annealing in 1 atm oxygen for 1 hr at 900°C 
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Figure 4-4.  Magnetization versus applied magnetic field for BaFeO3 film grown on SrTiO3 at 

600°C and 100 mTorr plus annealing in 1 atm oxygen for 1 hr at various temperatures   
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Figure 4-5.  Field-cooled and zero field-cooled magnetization as function of temperature for the 

BaFeO3-x film after annealing in 1 atm oxygen for 1 hr at 900°C.  The data are taken 
in a perpendicular field of 30 kOe  
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Figure 4-6.  Magnetization results for BaFeO3 films on SrTiO3. Shows remanence magnetization, 

saturation magnetization, zero-field behavior and TC as a function of annealing 
temperature. 
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CHAPTER 5 
STRUCTURAL CHALLENGES WITH BaFeO3-X EPITAXY 

Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the structural and magnetic properties of BaFeO3-x were 

investigated and discussed.100  There are many reports on the investigation of oxygen content and 

various annealing processes in the synthesis of manganite perovskite oxides via pulsed laser 

deposition.101-104  These anneal treatments of perovskite compounds containing Mn as B cations 

include in situ anneal after growth, ex situ anneal in oxygen ambient environments, and growth 

in various background gases and mixtures to achieve fully stoichiometric compounds.78  

However, the same cannot be said about investigation of oxygen content in perovskite 

compounds containing Fe as B cations.  Little research has been done on the effect of oxygen 

content in ferrite perovskite films.90, 105, 106   

The growth and characterization of epitaxial BaFeO3-x thin films grown via pulsed laser 

deposition is revisited in an attempt to investigate possible stabilization of its oxygen rich phase 

as grown, as opposed to growth and annealing of these films.  In addition, efforts to examine the 

material challenges that arise after post-annealing, for example: thickness issues, films cracking, 

and attempted forced stabilization via artificial heterostructures, are illustrated.  Also, other 

research group claims concerning the directional dependence of magnetic moments will be 

addressed.20   

Experimentation 

BaFeO3-x thin films were grown on DyScO3pc (3.94Å), SrTiO3 (3.905 Å), LaAlO3pc (3.789 

Å), and KTaO3 (3.989 Å) single crystal substrates via pulsed laser deposition.  Laser energy 

densities on the order of 1.4-1.6 J/cm2 and 1.67 J/cm2 were utilized.  Though these fluences are 

similar, the laser output voltages (in mV) were 580-650mV (high laser energy) and 300mV (low 
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laser energy).  The ablation targets were 1 inch diameter BaFeO3-x ceramics.  The thin films were 

grown at substrate temperatures between 700-750°C and an oxygen pressure ranging from 10-

500mTorr.  After growth, the samples were cooled at 10°/min (and in some cases 20°/min) in the 

oxygen or nitrous oxide partial pressure used during growth and in some cases in situ annealed in 

at a higher oxygen pressure for 1 hour and then cooled in the in situ annealing pressure.  Most 

films were ex situ annealed in a tube furnace with oxygen flowing, at anneal temperature at 

900°C.  Also BaFeO3-x/SrTiO3 artificial superlattice films of varying periodicities were grown, 

and in some cases ex situ annealed in oxygen ambient atmosphere.   

The crystal structure and orientation of the deposited films were examined by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD).  To examine effects of annealing on thickness, images of the sample surface 

were taken using an OptiPhot Light Optical Microscope and recorded as bitmap files.  Magnetic 

characterization was performed on a SQUID magnetometer.  Details of substrate and sample 

preparation are discussed in Chapter 3. 

Results and Discussion 

BaFeO3 Epitaxial Films Grown at Low Laser Energy 

BaFeO3-x epitaxial films grown on DyScO3, SrTiO3, LaAlO3 single crystal substrates were 

grown at 700°C with varied growth pressures (Po2) and cooled at 20°/min in the various growth 

pressures.  It is apparent that when grown at lower laser density, the films are of high crystalline 

quality.  Shown in Figure 5-1 are x-ray diffraction data, particularly two-theta scans of BaFeO3-x 

epitaxial films grown on SrTiO3 at the same low laser energy at various pressures.  Rocking 

curves with FHWM values are demonstrated in Figure 5-2.  The crystalline quality of the films 

increases with decrease in pressure, as evidenced by the rocking curve widths.  To have the films 

exhibit ferromagnetic behavior, they are annealed, as stated in the previous chapter.  When these 

films grown at low laser fluence are annealed, they decompose (or degrade) into Fe2O3 and BaO.  
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Because of this decomposition, further investigations such as magnetization measurements are 

unnecessary.  A brief explanation for this phenomenon will be elaborated on later in this chapter.   

BaFeO3 Epitaxial Films Grown at High Laser Energy 

BaFeO3-x epitaxial films were grown at high laser energy on SrTiO3, LaAlO3 and KTaO3 

single crystal substrates.  The growth temperature and pressure was at 700°C at 100mTorr and 

cooled at 10°/min in the growth pressure.  Most films were ex situ annealed at 900°C in oxygen 

ambient environment, and in some cases, films were post in situ annealed cooled in the annealed 

temperature.   

These films however, when annealed, do not decompose.  They still have rather larger 

rocking curve widths of one degree on average.  Also, another phenomenon was discovered.  

After the films were annealed, when examined under a microscope, the films showed directional 

“hatches” or “cracks.”  This phenomenon is not similar to delamination, which occurs when the 

film literally begins to peel off of the surface of the substrate because of excessive thickness.  

Shown in Figure 5-3 are optical light microscope images of the surfaces of as-grown and post-

annealed films, at two thicknesses.  The estimated thicknesses (in nm) were 300, 502, 1004, 

1580, and 2610.  At the second lowest thickness shown on Figure 5-3B, there are cross marks 

that occur in a cross diagonal fashion, making the film surface look textured.  There is 

“cracking” of the film in any place, and so, by visual observation, this film would look “normally 

flat.”  However, there is “cracking” in small areas which start to occur at 502nm in film 

thickness, and with increasing thickness, there are increasing areas of “cracking.”  At the second 

greatest thickness, shown in Figure 5-3D, the film has a texture which shows a glitter effect to 

the visible eye.  All of this is mainly attributed to a large change in lattice parameter upon 

annealing, and the film “cracks” on the substrate due to massive compressive strain.   
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Effects of film thickness on magnetic properties of BaFeO3 

It is important to note that BaFeO3-x epitaxial films grown (at University of Florida) in 

Chapter 4 were difficult to reproduce at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.  Magnetization values 

shown here in Chapter 5 are never as high as those values in Chapter 4.  Figure 5-4 shows 

varying thickness (in number of pulses) of as-deposited films synthesized at laser energies of 

580-625mV.  Shown are three films with large differences in the number of laser pulses which 

demonstrate the definite effect that thickness has on the crystalline quality of BaFeO3-x epitaxial 

films.  With this effect noted, the magnetic properties of films at varying thickness were 

explored.  Figure 5-5 indicates the magnetization of five films varying from 1250 to 20,000 (or 

×16) laser pulses which correlates to roughly 300 nm to 3,000 nm (or 10×) in thickness.  Note 

that these films were all annealed at 900°C in oxygen ambient.  Surprisingly, with decrease in 

film thickness there is decrease in magnetization.  As mentioned in the previous section, the 

higher crystalline films (grown at lower laser fluence) were not “convertible.”  In this case, 

“convertible” refers to films that have optimal conditions to easily become magnetic after ex situ 

annealing.  Consistently, the less thick films which are also the films with higher crystalline 

quality, also are more difficult to become “convertible” films, based on the weaker magnetic 

moment (and aside from being thinner films). Figure 5-6 shows the trend of magnetization 

versus thickness of the films.  Note that there is a “threshold” or minimum thickness for films to 

become convertible, in this case, greater than 502nm but less than or equal to 1004nm, which is a 

small window for thickness variation.  In addition, referring back to Figure 5-4, the film grown at 

205 nm has a rocking curve width of 0.351°, signaling high crystalline quality, and the film 

grown at 1004nm has a rocking curve width of 0.725°, evidence of low crystalline quality, 

because standard high crystalline films will usually have rocking curve widths of less than 0.5°.   
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Effects of oxygen and nitrous oxide partial pressure on structure of BaFeO3 

There were attempts at “forcing” BaFeO3-x to fully oxidize when as grown, as opposed to 

undergoing ex situ anneal treatment.  Films grown in 100mTorr Po2 were compared to films 

grown in 100mTorr PN2O.  The following is a discussion on the effects of different partial 

pressure and substrate choice on structure. 

In the two-theta scans, there are usually two peaks known as peak A (oxygen deficient) and 

peak B (oxygen rich), see for example Figure 4-1.  The ratio of the intensities of the two peaks 

depends on the substrate they are grown on (or the lattice mismatch).  With increasing lattice 

mismatch the ratio of the intensities of the oxygen-deficient to oxygen-rich decrease.  In Figure 

5-6, BaFeO3-x films were grown at the same conditions, but on three different substrates.  On 

KTaO3 , there is only one peak visible, the oxygen deficient peak.  On SrTiO3 both peaks are 

visible, with the oxygen-rich peak having a much higher intensity than the oxygen deficient 

peak.  Many films were grown on SrTiO3, but only a few (two-three) showed opposite ratio 

intensities.  On LaAlO3, the ratios for the most part would be equal or the oxygen-deficient peak 

would be slightly lower intensity than that of the oxygen-rich peak.   

Reciprocal space maps in Figures 5-7 – 5-8 show interesting phenomena as well.  Figure 5-

7 is of two reciprocal space maps of as-grown BaFeO3-x on STO, grown in 100 mTorr Po2 and in 

100mTorr PN2O.   Nitrous oxide (N2O) promotes high oxidizing conditions.  Shown in Figure 5-

8, is BaFeO3-x grown on three different substrates in 100mTorr PN2O. With the largest lattice 

mismatch (LAO), what looks like unusual structuring occurs, but decreases with decreasing 

lattice mismatch.  These structures all lie on the same c-axis d-spacing, while having different a 

(=b) axis d-spacing, which is puzzling.  On STO, the unusual structuring is not strongly present.  

On KTO, only a single peak remains (signifying the oxygen deficient phase domination).  One 

possible explanation for this could be a chemical separation of some kind and possible phase 
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different orientations arising.  Table 5-1 shows the lattice mismatch between the two phases of 

BaFeO3-x and the substrates used and other substrates for further comparison.  Note the huge 

lattice mismatch of BaFeO3-x with that of LAO, and STO, while with KTO, the lattice mismatch 

is almost 7% less than that of LAO.  This can support the notion that with greater substrate 

mismatch, BaFeO3-x is less crystalline in quality, yet more convertible to a magnetic material.  

Lastly, it is widely known that to obtain higher quality crystalline films, lattice mismatch should 

be kept to below 5%, of which the mismatch between BaFeO3-x with LAO and STO are both 

≥5%. 

Magnetization in Different Directions 

In a paper by Taketani et al,20 the authors measured the magnetization of films that were 

grown via pulsed laser deposition and in different planar directions.  They measured the 

magnetization perpendicular to the plane (100), parallel to the plane (001) and in-plane (110).  

They concluded that the magnetization in each direction was different and therefore the sample 

exhibits conventional antiferromagnetic behavior with magnetic spins along the (100) crystal 

axis.20  

Here, the magnetic properties of annealed samples of BaFeO3-x on SrTiO3 and KTaO3 

single crystal substrates were investigated in the (100) and (001) directions.  Shown in Figure 5-9 

is the magnetization versus field of samples measured with crystal orientation perpendicular to 

the field and parallel to the field.  Concluded here is that in these films there is no observed 

change in the strength or the coercivity of the magnetization, hence it does not depend on 

direction, as the previously mentioned authors stated.20  In addition to this, the papers the authors 

cited107, 108 were of samples having 3-5 µB per Fe, a few orders of magnitude higher than that of 

the author’s samples.  Moreover, both of those cited papers showed evidence of helical ordering 
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from neutron diffraction studies, and these samples were limited to room-temperature SQUID 

magnetometry.   

Lastly, recent neutrons diffraction experiments were executed to further confirm that 

antiferromagnetic ordering is not present in BaFeO3-x.  Neutron data showed small peaks, with 

no temperature dependence, possibly structural peaks.  However, no strong antiferromagnetic 

structure peaks were observed, which shows that BaFeO3-x is not antiferromagnetic, but is rather, 

a large and disordered material, structurally and magnetically.   

Artificial Superlattices of SrTiO3/BaFeO3 

To further elucidate on this cracking phenomena, SrTiO3/BaFeO3 artificial superlattices 

with periodicities of 500nm (bi-layer), 10nm, and 4nm were synthesized.  This experiment was 

conducted to determine if minimizing the thickness of BaFeO3 would ease the phenomenon of 

cracking after ex-situ anneal.  The artificial superlattices were grown via alternation of a 

continuous two-target rotation system, using BaFeO3 and SrTiO3 ceramic targets.  Shown in 

Figure 5-10 is a 2t-w scan of an attempted [STO5nm/BFO5nm] artificial superlattice that is 500nm 

thick on LaAlO3 and SrTiO3 substrates.  From the defined satellite peaks, the periodicity of these 

heterostructures is Λ = 10 nm.  In the inset is a reciprocal space map of the corresponding 

superlattice film on LaAlO3.  The satellite peaks are well-defined, and interestingly, they cluster 

around the relative d-spacings where BaFeO3 and SrTiO3 would each be located had they been 

each synthesized separately onto the substrate.   

Figure 5-11 shows x-ray diffraction scans of attempted 4nm periodic artificial 

superlattices: as-grown, and then post-annealed.  The measured periodicity of the as-grown 

heterostructure was Λ ≈ 2.4nm.  After annealing, the periodicities were again calculated from 2t-

w scans to be Λ ≈ 2.7nm.  The periodicities had increased meaning the overall thickness of the 
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heterostructure increased.  In a normal single epitaxial BaFeO3-x film, annealing changes 

decreases the out-of-plane lattice parameter, while in most cases the in-plane lattice parameter 

remains the same.  So, in a superlattice, with periodicity n, the individual material thickness 

layers are b and s (b = BaFeO3-x and s = SrTiO3), making b + s = n.   So after annealing this 

heterostructure, the periodicity must now be: (b - d ) + s = n, where d is the change difference in 

the out-of-plane lattice parameter of BaFeO3-x. However, this is not what is seen according to the 

two-theta scans.  Reason for this inconsistency must be attributed to the placement of the 

substrates.   

Illustrated in Figure 5-12 is a post-deposition schematic of the substrate holder with 

substrates still adhered, and the “footprint” of the deposition.  Note that depending on where the 

substrates are positioned, that there is a deviance in the accuracy of the attempted periodicity of 

4nm artificial superlattices.  Note also that substrate size also plays a part in the accuracy of 

periodicity, because there most likely gradient differences in the thickness of the layers as one 

goes from the center of the deposition area out toward the edges.   

Moreover, annealed artificial superlattices of all the mentioned periodicities, down to Λ = 4 

nm, exhibit cracking phenomena as shown in Figure 5-13.  This presents further evidence that 

the cracking phenomena of BaFeO3-x does not depend on thickness of BaFeO3-x. Even with thin 

alternating layers of BaFeO3-x and SrTiO3, it is mainly the large change in lattice constant upon 

annealing that causes cracking of BaFeO3-x.   

Conclusion 

Further investigation of BaFeO3-x epitaxial films demonstrated complex domain structure, 

as seen in reciprocal space maps. After ex situ anneal in oxygen, these complex structures “clean 

up” into a single pseudocubic structure that is magnetic.  BaFeO3 grown under low laser fluence 
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is not “convertible” via anneal to a magnetic material.  Its phase composition decomposes into 

BaO and Fe2O3.  With thickness, the crystalline quality of as-grown BaFeO3-x decreases, but this 

decrease makes it a more compatible material to anneal and become magnetic.  Artificial 

superlattices of SrTiO3/BaFeO3 were synthesized to attempt to decrease “cracking” of annealed 

BaFeO3, which occurs due to a large change in lattice constant when converted to a magnetic 

phase.  Periodicities down to 4nm continued to result in partial cracking of the multilayers.  The 

magnetization of ex situ annealed BaFeO3-x epitaxial films were examined as a function of 

direction, and was found not to have change in magnetization with direction of field with respect 

to crystalline plane, despite other research claims.20  BaFeO3-x is speculated to be highly 

disordered, structurally and magnetically. 
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Figure 5-1.  Two-Theta-Omega scans of as-grown BaFeO3-x thin films at various pressures. 
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Figure 5-2.  Omega Rocking Curves show FWHM of (002) peaks of the films at various 

pressures. 
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Figure 5-3.  Optical Light Microscope images of surfaces of as-deposited and annealed BaFeO3 

films.  Shown are:  A) as-grown film at 1580 nm, B) annealed film at 1580 nm, C) as-
grown film at 502 nm, D) annealed film at 502 nm 
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Figure 5-4.  Omega Rocking Curves of as-deposited BaFeO3 epitaxial films at different 

thicknesses. 
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Figure 5-6.  Plot of remnant magnetization, Mr versus film thickness (in nm). 
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Figure 5-7.  Reciprocal Space Maps of a) BaFeO3-x on STO at 100mTorr Po2, and b) BaFeO3-x 
on STO at 100mTorr PN2O 
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A  

B  
Figure 5-8.  As-deposited BaFeO3-x at 100mTorr PN2O namely on A) LAO, B) STO, and C) KTO 
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C  
Figure 5-8.  Continued 
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Table 5-1.  Comparison of lattice constant mismatch with the two phases of BaFeO3-x 
Substrate/Buffer Film BaFeO3-x % Mismatch     

(O2 Def: a= 4.1 Å) 
BaFeO3-x % Mismatch     
(O2 Rich: a = 4.012 Å) 

LaAlO3  (3.789 Å) 8.2% 5.89% 
SrTiO3 (3.905 Å) 4.99% 2.74% 
DyScO3 (3.94 Å) 4.06% 1.83% 
KTaO3 (3.989 Å) 2.78% 0.57% 

SmScO3 (3.990 Å) 2.76% 0.55% 
BaZrO3 (4.186 Å) 2.05% 4.15% 
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Figure 5-9.  Magnetization versus Magnetic field data of BaFeO3-x measured parallel and 

perpendicular to the crystal axis   
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Figure 5-10.  X-ray diffraction of [SrTiO3/BaFeO3] artificial superlattices on LAO and STO 
substrates.  Inset is reciprocal space map of superlattice on LAO. 
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Figure 5-11.  X-ray diffraction data of as-grown and annealed [STO/BFO] artificial superlattices.  

Attempted periodicity is Λ ≈ 4nm. 
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Figure 5-12.  Schematic of substrate holder after film deposition with substrates attached.  
Substrates are labeled with corresponding periodicities (Λ) of the [STO/BFO] 
superlattice growth. 
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Figure 5-13.  Optical microscope images of artificial superlattices, namely A) as-grown 
[STO/BFO] and B) annealed [STO/BFO]. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SYNTHESIS AND PROPERTIES OF (Bi,Ba)FeO3 SOLID SOLUTION THIN FILMS 

Introduction 

There is great interest in multiferroics: materials that possess magnetic and ferroelectric 

properties in the same phase.  These materials have potential for applications due to the 

possibility of important physical properties leading to a new generation of memory devices.5  As 

an interesting and widely researched multiferroic, BiFeO3 exhibits a large spontaneous 

polarization below 1100 K and is antiferromagnetic below 640 K.  It’s compatibility toward the 

existence of these two ferroic properties is due to its unique Bi lone pair mechanism, which 

doesn’t interfere with the antiferromagnetically aligned Fe ions.  The unique properties of 

BiFeO3 consistently occur in bulk, and as epitaxial films grown at all thicknesses at optimal 

conditions.36, 72  BiFeO3, like most other single phase existing multiferroics, has a “setback” in 

which it does not have a net magnetic moment—due to its helical magnetic ordering, which if 

existed, would make BiFeO3 more attractive for device applications.  Research groups have in 

recent years begun studying the effect of A- and B-site substitution and solid solutions in the 

BiFeO3 system in an attempt to resolve the issue of mostly zero net magnetization.32, 53, 75, 109  In 

particular, their findings show that A-site substitution of diamagnetic large ionic radius ions 

show most promise in bringing an increase in magnetization values.62-64, 67, 70, 71   

 Discussed previously in Chapters 4 and 5 is the study of the magnetic properties of 

epitaxial films of BaFeO3-x,100 an oxide that exists as a hexagonal structure in bulk, but can be 

stabilized as a perovskite oxide when grown as an epitaxial film.  BaFeO3-x can have 

ferromagnetic properties depending on growth and annealing conditions.20, 22, 92, 100  The 

properties of BaFeO3-x show weakly ferromagnetic behavior and, in addition, the material is 

highly insulating.  Thus BaFeO3, mixed with BiFeO3, can show interesting properties, possibly 
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without compromising its ferroelectric properties.  As discussed in Chapter 2, there are a few 

groups that have studied the properties of A-site cations, specifically a few alloy compositions of 

substitution of Ba in BiFeO3.  However, all of these studies have been carried out only in bulk 

sample experiments.65, 66, 68, 69  Given the magnetic ordering in both BaFeO3 and BiFeO3, this 

work examines structural properties of the creation of (BixBa1-x)FeO3 solid solutions epitaxial 

films via pulsed laser deposition on single crystal substrates.   

Experimentation 

Synthesis of (BixBa1-x)FeO3-x Films via Continuous Alternating Target Rotation 

There were two ways the alloys of (Bi,Ba)FeO3-x,were synthesized.  In the first method, 

the growth modes and conditions were found for each of the end members.  Because BiFeO3 is a 

well established multiferroic material which has a strong ferroelectric polarization above room 

temperature, it is logical to start at its optimal growth conditions and tune the growth of BaFeO3-x 

around the conditions for BiFeO3 growth.  The conditions for BiFeO3 are discussed elsewhere.36  

After reaching compatible conditions, the solid solution films were grown by pulsed laser 

deposition via two-target continuous rotation, previously described in Chapter 3, on DyScO3 

(3.94 Å) , SrTiO3 (3.905 Å), and LaAlO3 (3.789 Å) single crystal substrates.   

Synthesis of (BixBa1-x)FeO3-x Films via Solid Solution Targets 

The second experimental method to synthesize alloys of (Bi,Ba)FeO3-x, was via solid-

solution targets.  Instead of mixing powders of BaFeO3-x and BiFeO3 together, the primary 

method for making BaFeO3-x targets was used (the calcination of loose BaCO3 mixed with 

Fe2O3) and then Bi was added to the powder depending on the alloy desired, and the powder 

mixture was pressed into a pellet and sintered.  Three alloy targets were made:  Bi0.1Ba0.9FeO3-x, 

Bi0.5Ba0.5FeO3-x, and Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3-x.  After completion, the three ceramic targets, each with 

different compositions, were examined with X-ray diffraction.  Figure 6-1 illustrates structural 
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information of the targets, noting that they are acceptable with respect to the reference positions 

of the end members and BaFeO2.5.  In addition, the targets’ Bi to Ba composition ratios was 

examined using EDS analysis and was within a marginal error percentage.  Lastly, no buffer 

layer was used in growing the films of this second method.  The only change in growth 

conditions between the two-target method and the solid-solution target method was a decrease in 

laser fluence to 1.27 J/cm2 in the solid-solution target method.  The solid solution films were 

grown by pulsed laser deposition at low laser energy on LaAlO3 (3.789 Å), NdGaO3 (3.85 Å), 

(La0.29,Sr0.71)(Al0.65,Ta0.35)O3 (LSAT) (3.86 Å), and SrTiO3 (3.905 Å) single crystal substrates.   

The crystal structure and orientation of the deposited films were examined by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD).  Magnetic characterization was performed on a superconducting quantum 

interference device (SQUID) magnetometer. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) was 

performed on some of the samples by collaborating authors.   

Results and Discussion 

(BixBa1-x)FeO3-x Films via Continuous Alternating Target Rotation  

The midpoint of the solid solution, Bi0.5Ba0.5FeO3-x, was created as a starting point.  

Epitaxial Bi0.5Ba0.5FeO3-x films on (001)pc DyScO3 and (001)pc LaAlO3 were fabricated using the 

continuous two-target rotation method.  Though not shown, the films grow in on the pseudo 

cubic substrates, and have no extra diffraction peaks other than the (00L), indicating single phase 

epitaxy.  Figure 6-2 shows varied thicknesses of the 50/50 alloy grown on DyScO3 single crystal 

substrate at a temperature of 700°C and pressure of 50m Torr.  There is a shift to the right in d-

spacing with increasing thickness.  This may indicate that there could be strain occurring in the 

films at a thickness of 80nm or less.   

To mimic the surface and lattice constant of DyScO3, a relatively thick layer (100nm) of 

SmScO3 on LaAlO3 was grown to serve as the “surface” of the smaller lattice constant 
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substrates.  This “buffer” reduces the lattice mismatch between the solid solution alloys and the 

LaAlO3 substrate.  Figure 6-3 shows structural data for the 50/50 alloy composition with varied 

thicknesses, this time using the SmScO3 buffer on LaAlO3 substrates.  At all three thicknesses 

there are no extra diffraction peaks other than (00L) that show up that would indicate secondary 

phases.  Again, these epitaxial films may be strained at 80 nm due to the similarly comparable 

lattice parameter of the SmScO3 buffer, but this is can only be quantitatively determined by 

reciprocal space maps.   

Figure 6-4 contains rocking curve measurements on the three films.  At all three 

thicknesses, the rocking curve widths are below 0.3 degrees, indicating high crystalline quality.  

Although it is not completely evident in the two-theta scan and omega rocking curves, according 

to reciprocal space map (RSM) measurements not shown, Bi0.5Ba0.5FeO3 films are strained to the 

SmScO3 buffer with a- and c-axis parameters of 3.993 Å and 4.063 Å at a thickness of 80nm.  At 

thicknesses of 160nm, the films are relaxed with a- and c-axis lattice parameters of 4.00 Å and 

4.07 Å.  At 240nm, a- and c-axis parameters are 4.00 Å and 4.06 Å, virtually no change in lattice 

constant (between the film grown at 160nm and 240nm).  This is evidence of complete relaxation 

of the film. 

Alloys of compositions were successfully fabricated via the two-target rotation method on 

LaAlO3 substrates with relaxed SmScO3 buffer film.  Figure 6-5 shows the x-ray diffraction 

results for the solid solution films at 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, and 80% Bi 

content.  The diffraction results in Figure 6-5 show a continuous shift to the right in d-spacing, 

with the alloy film peaks (furthest left) moving closer to the SmScO3 buffer (film) peak.  All of 

the alloys showed no extra peaks other than (00L) indicating single phase epitaxy.   
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Using four-circle X-ray diffraction, reciprocal space maps of the epitaxial films, buffer, 

and substrate at 20%, 50%, and 70% Bi content are shown in Figure 6-6.  The SmScO3 buffer 

was grown thick enough to be “relaxed” in most cases (more than 80nm in thickness).  With 

increase in Bi content, the film peak begins to line up with that of the SmScO3 buffer, signaling a 

decrease in a- and c- lattice parameter.  A clear difference in Figure 6-6A and Figure 6-6C is 

seen where the increase in Bi, the smaller cation, has reduced both the a-axis an c-axis lattice 

constant.   

Figure 6-7 shows the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters extracted from the 

reciprocal space maps.  There is a consistent trend in lattice constant until at x ≥ 0.5 when the 

solid solution epitaxial films start to become coherent with that of the buffer.  After x > 0.4, the 

in-plane lattice parameters hover around that of the SmScO3 lattice parameter while the out-of-

plane (or c-axis) lattice parameters continue to shrink, indicating a shrinking in tetragonality to a 

more cubic structure.  From x ≥ 0 to x ≤ 0.4, the a-axis lattice parameter is actually shrinking 

almost the same amount that the c-axis parameter is shrinking, indicating strong tetragonal 

behavior in these alloys.  This is also shown in Figure 6-8, where the c/a ratios show that the 

structure varies from highly tetragonal to a basic cubic structure, and a “transition” is observed at 

x ≥ 0.5.  Note that BaFeO3 is found to be having usually tetragonal structure, while BiFeO3 

varies from rhombohedral to slightly tetragonal depending on the film thickness. 

 (BixBa1-x)FeO3 Films via Solid Solution Targets 

Referring back to Figure 6-1, the ceramic targets were characterized via x-ray diffraction.  

In the 2-theta scan, structural data of three targets, Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3-x, Bi0.5Ba0.5FeO3-x, and 

Bi0.1Ba0.9FeO3-x, are shown.  All peaks (except one at 2-theta = 28 degrees), were able to be 

identified.  This was carefully executed by using the JCPDS International tables of structural 

data for BaFeO3 and BiFeO3 and matching the (hkl) with the peak intensities shown on the 
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targets’ structural patterns in the two-theta scan.  The trend in increasing Bi content and 

decreasing Ba content is evident via the shift of the peaks in each diffraction pattern.  In the 

insert, this trend is fully illustrated with the labeling of where BaFeO2+x, BaFeO3-x, and BiFeO3 

(111) peak would be, respectively.   

Thin films of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3-x were successfully synthesized via pulsed laser ablation from 

a Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 solid solution ceramic target.  Taking a closer look at the alloy, Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3-x, 

was grown on five different substrates in order of increasing lattice parameter:  LaAlO3 (3.789 

Å), NdGaO3 (3.85 Å), (La0.29,Sr0.71)(Al0.65,Ta0.35)O3 (LSAT) (3.86 Å), SrTiO3 (3.905 Å), and 

KTaO3 (3.99Å).  The films are epitaxial, as illustrated in Figure 6-9.  There is a large change in 

d-spacing depending on the substrate the film was grown on.  In Table 6-1 is the measured c-axis 

d-spacings of the film and substrate peaks, taken from the two-theta scan.  It clearly shows the 

extreme change c-axis d-spacing with choice of substrate.  The measured film c-axis parameters 

of the four films range from 4.6007Å and decrease to 4.161Å, a drastic difference.   

Upon closer examination of the two-theta scans, the films on LSAT and on NGO show two 

peaks, similarly crossing over each other.  It appears as a possible transition; and it could be 

structural and/or chemical.  Figure 6-10 displays the Omega rocking curves of the thin films.  

The full-width-half-maximum values are labeled beside each peak.  The rocking curves show 

evidence of the distribution of crystalline domains.  Equally important, the rocking curve widths 

for all four of the epitaxial films fall below 0.22° degrees, indicating highly crystalline films.   

The largest rocking curve, which is on LAO at a FWHM of 0.215°, is surprising since 

there should be a rather large lattice mismatch between Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 and the LAO substrate.  

However, because Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 was first synthesized in this work, no prior structural data 

exists on it, so it is impossible to find know beforehand its actual c-axis lattice parameter.  A 
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speculation of the potential mismatch between LAO and Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 can be estimated from 

one of its parent compounds, BiFeO3.  BiFeO3’s c-axis parameter (relaxed) is approximately 

3.962Å.  So taking this value, and doing calculations, the lattice mismatch with LAO substrate is 

about 4.4%, which is pretty high.  Assuming Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 will have a larger lattice parameter 

than BiFeO3 due to the presence of large Ba cations, the lattice mismatch will definitely be 

higher.  Also note that the FWHM of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 on STO is not much smaller than that on 

LAO; its rocking curve width is around 0.1°.  This is a tiny difference in FWHM for such a big 

difference in film-substrate lattice mismatch (BiFeO3’s lattice mismatch with STO is around 

1.4%).   

With further investigation, the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters of these films 

along with the corresponding substrates were extracted from reciprocal space maps.  From 

studying the reciprocal space maps in Figure 6-11, all four epitaxial films are entirely strained to 

the substrates.  This is evidenced by the position of the film (103) peak being directly under the 

(103) peak of the substrate.  This is interesting as these films are approximately 175nm, which is 

rather thick for complete strain to be present.  Also note the increasingly large change in c-axis 

lattice parameter of the strained films with decreasing substrate lattice parameter.   

Table 6-2 demonstrates the complete picture of these excessively strained thick epitaxial 

films.  It is interesting that the unit cell volume of these samples is increasingly larger with 

decreasing lattice parameter of the substrate (also equal to the in-plane lattice parameter).  More 

importantly, the in-plane lattice parameter only matches that of the substrate’s exact lattice value, 

and this occurs with all of the substrates.  Note that there are two values for the films grown on 

LSAT and NGO due to the presence of dual peaks in both the two-theta scans and reciprocal 

space maps.  Also listed in Table 6-2 is a second (hkl) reflection for Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 on LAO.  The 
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LAO (113) peak shows comparable values to the LAO (103).  Furthermore, information for two 

different samples of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 grown on STO is shown in the table in case of any doubts of 

reproducibility, because admittedly, these samples prove to be highly unusual in the scope of 

epitaxial film research. 

It should be mentioned that while KTO is labeled on this table, there is no structural data 

for Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 on KTO.  When this film was grown on this substrate, the two-theta scans only 

showed that the KTO substrate peaks were visible, however no film peaks were visible.  Two-

theta scans measured from 0.2° out to 110° also showed no presence of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 peaks (or 

any others).  This can mean two things.  The first is that the film did not grow (or have epitaxy) 

on KTO.  The second is that the film grew, but is completely embedded in the substrate.  This is 

possible, knowing that the estimated lattice parameter of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 is incredibly close to that 

of KTO (3.99Å).  Reciprocal space maps were done for this sample which didn’t show any 

conclusive evidence that a film peak was there and/or whether it was strained to the substrate.  

This is the reason for question marks for the KTO sample in Table 6-2. 

To have a quantitative perspective of the extreme lattice parameters of these completely 

strained epitaxial films, Figure 6-12 graphs the backed-out lattice parameters (both a- and c-axis) 

of the films.  For the Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 film on KTO, for illustration purposes, this value for the c-

axis is estimated and under assumption that the film is embedded in the substrate.  In Figure 6-

12, there are two trends and where the trends meet is at the “transition” at Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 films on 

LSAT and NGO.  This trend is also shown in Figure 6-13, where the c/a ratios versus substrate 

values illustrate extreme tetragonality and then reduce down to an almost cubic ratio.  Again, for 

the Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 film on KTO, this is estimation.  These numbers seem hard to believe to have 

perovskite structure, so Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) images of two samples 
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(Figures 6-14 and 6-15) illustrate the that these are indeed real values for real samples.  Figure 6-

14 is a TEM image of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 on LSAT where the film is the light colored area and the 

darker area is the substrate.  At the interface, the film is coherent with the substrate, relatively 

clean, showing that there is no major defect occurring there.  In Figure 6-15, the interface of 

Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 with the LAO substrate is also sharp.  Looking at the film (lighter area) the film is 

single phase, and no major defects are shown which supports that the Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 epitaxial 

film on LAO is perovskite. 

The magnetic properties of as-grown films are demonstrated in Figure 6-16.  The 

magnetization versus magnetic field data show weak ferromagnetic hysteresis in Bohr 

Magnetons per Fe for consistency. The remnant magnetization Mr of all of the samples is 0.2µB 

per Fe.  This magnetic data is comparable to that of other groups whom measured magnetizations 

of Ba-doped bulk BiFeO3 samples65, 68  The coercivity, or resistance of the sample to 

demagnetization, is about 6000 Oe on LAO, 8000 Oe on STO, and about 1 Tesla on LSAT, with 

a magnetic moment for all three, comparable to annealed BaFeO3-x and obviously greater than 

that of BiFeO3 epitaxial films.36   

It is important to note is that having comparable magnetic moment only after adding only 

roughly 10% Ba to pure BiFeO3 is surprising and interesting.  This means that with a small 

amount of Ba ions, and them being far apart from each other, supports the claim that was made 

in Chapter 5 that BaFeO3 is a highly structurally and magnetically disordered material.  

Theoretically, highly oxidized BaFeO3-x is calculated to have magnetic moments of a lot more 

than at 0.2µB.  Those films are of low crystalline quality, and it makes sense that they also have 

low magnetic moment.  Moreover, the Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 epitaxial films are highly crystalline, and 

so it is less likely they are magnetically disordered as well.   
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The apparent “pinching” at 1 Tesla and -1 Tesla is interesting to view.   The “pinch” of the 

hysteresis loops is at the same magnetic fields in all of the samples.  BiFeO3 is known to possess 

G-type antiferromagnetic helical structuring which is complex.33  In previous works other groups 

claim that with substitution of certain A-site cations into BiFeO3 and upon measuring small 

magnetic moments and obtaining very weak magnetic hysteresis, they are, in effect, breaking 

down the spiral structure that is responsible for the antiferromagnetism present in pure BiFeO3.32, 

36, 53, 63-71, 75, 109  One can speculate, that this “pinching” of the magnetic hysteresis loops is 

directly related to the disruption of helical magnetic ordering via introduction of 10% Ba2+ 

cations into BiFeO3, and could be cited as evidence for such phenomena.23, 33   

Conclusion 

Alloys of a solid-solution between BiFeO3 and BaFeO3-x have been successfully created.  

The alloy films that were created via two-target rotation method have been carried all the way to 

80% solubility.  The alloy films created via solid-solution targets have been successfully 

fabricated at near both end-member-points and at the half-point showing that the solubility is 

possible over the entire range of the solid-solution.  Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 epitaxial films are of high 

crystalline quality with rocking curves widths of less than 0.2°, are fully strained, and have 

highly unusual in-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters, as well as extremely high c/a ratios.  

TEM shows that the films on LAO are mostly single phase and support evidence for having 

perovskite structure.  Investigation of the magnetic properties reveals that the samples are 

ferromagnetic (or ferrimagnetic) with a magnetization of 0.2µB per Fe.  This is a huge increase 

(more than an order of magnitude) over that of pure BiFeO3.  With unfamiliar “pinching” of the 

magnetic hysteresis loops, there may be possible breaking down of the spiral magnetic ordering 

in the largely strained samples.   
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Figure 6-1.  Structural data of three BixBa1-xFeO3 ceramic targets.  Points of BiFeO3, BaFeO3-x, 

and BaFeO2.5+x are labeled for reference. 
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Figure 6-2.  X-ray diffraction data for varied thicknesses of Bi0.5Ba0.5FeO3-x on DyScO3 

substrates. 
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Figure 6-3.  X-ray diffraction (2-theta scan) for Bi0.5Ba0.5FeO3-x alloy films at various thicknesses 

with SmScO3 buffer.  
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Figure 6-4.  X-ray diffraction data for Bi0.5Ba0.5FeO3-x alloy films at various thicknesses.  Omega 

rocking curves of thin films showing strain/relaxation behavior.   
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Figure 6-5.  X-ray diffraction data for solid solution (BixBa1-x)FeO3 grown by pulsed-laser 

deposition. 
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Figure 6-6.  Reciprocal space maps for selected (Bix Ba1-x)FeO3 films on LaAlO3 with SmScO3 

buffer.  A) (Bi0.2 Ba0.8)FeO3  B) (Bi0.5 Ba0.5)FeO3  C) (Bi0.7 Ba0.3)FeO3 
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Figure 6-7.  In-plane and out-of-plane lattice parameters extracted from the reciprocal space 

maps. 
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Figure 6-8.  C/A ratios calculated from lattice constants extracted from the reciprocal space 
maps. 
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Figure 6-9.  Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3-x epitaxial films grown on four different substrates. 

 
 
 

Table 6-1.  Measured c-axis d-spacings of substrate and corresponding films, taken from two-
theta scan. 

Substrate  Substrate (c-axis) 
measured (Å)  

Film (c-axis) 
measured (Å)  

LAO  3.788 4.6007 
NGO  ~3.86 4.412 

LSAT  ~3.86 4.245 

STO  3.904 4.161 

KTO 3.989 3.969(?)
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Figure 6-10.  Omega rocking curves with measured widths illustrate highly crystalline phases. 
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Figure 6-11.  Reciprocal space maps of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3-x epitaxial films grown on four different 

substrates, namely A) STO, B) LSAT, C) LAO, and D) NGO 
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Figure 6-11.  Continued 
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Table 6-2.  Measured and calculated in-plane and out of plane lattice parameters, and unit cell 
volumes for selected epitaxial films (calculated from reciprocal space maps or RSMs). 

Sample Number  
& hkl  Reflection  

sub
a 
 Film

a=b 
  Film

c
  Cell Vol

film
   

0721-LAO-103  3.782 3.798 4.620 66.652  

0721-LAO-113  3.792 3.792 4.622 66.45 Not shown 

NGO-103-top  ~3.85 3.844 4.226 62.4  

NGO-103-bott.   3.844 4.411 65.16  

LSAT-103-top  ~3.86 3.861 4.240 63.202  

LSAT-103-bott.  3.861 4.377 65.260  

0721-STO-103 ~3.903 3.903 4.137 63.023 Not shown

0728-STO-103  ~3.909 3.909 4.180 63.883  

KTO-103 3.989 4.010(?) 3.969(?) 63.821(?) Not shown
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Figure 6-12.  C-axis versus a-axis lattice parameters of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 strained films. 

 
Figure 6-13.  C/A ratio of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 strained films. 
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Figure 6-14.  Z-contrast STEM image of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 (light area) on LSAT (dark area). 

 
 

Figure 6-15.  Z-contrast STEM image of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 (light area) on LAO (dark area). 
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Figure 6-16.  Magnetization vs Field data of Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3-x epitaxial films grown on three out 
of four different substrates.  A) Red loop is film on LaAlO3, B) Magenta loop is film 
on SrTiO3, and C) Blue loop is film on LSAT. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION 

Several perovskite oxides are currently used in many applications, such as transducers and 

multiple state memory devices due to basic science studies of these materials.  Realizing the 

importance of synthesis and investigation of fundamental properties of perovskite oxide 

materials is needed to further push advances in information storage technology.  This work is on 

the investigation of BaFeO3, its complex structure and magnetic properties.  In addition, the 

synthesis and properties of a novel solid solution composed of BaFeO3 and BiFeO3 was studied. 

Early in this work, BaFeO3-x thin films were grown on single crystal perovskite substrates.  

It is found that as-deposited films were pseudo-cubic perovskite, nonconductive and weakly 

ferromagnetic, which differ from that of the bulk BaFeO3.  Two phases of BaFeO3 are identified, 

an oxygen-deficient phase and an oxygen-rich phase, where formation of either/both is 

dependent on growth temperature and pressure.  With increase in temperature, both phases are 

fully visible.  After annealing in oxygen, the films change from translucent to reflective and 

exhibit a rather large change in lattice parameter.  The films also show ferromagnetism and are in 

some cases conductive.  The resistivity is on the order of 100-200 ohm-cm. 

After this, further investigation of BaFeO3-x epitaxial films demonstrated complex 

structure, seen in reciprocal space maps. After ex situ anneal in oxygen, these complex structures 

“clean up” into a single pseudocubic structure that is magnetic.  BaFeO3 grown under low laser 

fluence is not “convertible” via anneal to a magnetic material.  Its phase composition 

decomposes into BaO and Fe2O3.  With thickness, the crystalline quality of as-grown BaFeO3-x 

decrease, but this decrease makes it a more compatible material to anneal and become magnetic.  

Artificial superlattices of BaFeO3/SrTiO3 were synthesized to attempt to decrease “cracking” of 

annealed BaFeO3, which occurs due to a large change in lattice constant when converted to a 
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magnetic phase.  Periodicities down to 4nm continued to result in partial cracking of the 

multilayers.  Therefore no matter how thick or thin BaFeO3-x is, its large change in lattice 

constant after annealing in oxygen will present texturing (or cracking).  The magnetization of ex 

situ annealed BaFeO3-x epitaxial films are examined as a function of direction, and was found not 

to have change in magnetization with direction of field with respect to crystalline plane, despite 

other research claims.  In the end BaFeO3-x is concluded to be highly disordered, structurally and 

magnetically. 

Alloys of a solid-solution between BiFeO3 and BaFeO3-x are successfully created.  The 

alloy films via two-target rotation method have been carried all the way to 80% solubility.  The 

alloy films via solid-solution targets have been successfully fabricated at near both end-member-

points and at the half-point showing that the solubility is possible over the entire range of the 

solid-solution.  Investigation of the magnetic properties of the strained and highly crystalline 

Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3 epitaxial films reveal that the samples are weakly ferromagnetic with a 

magnetization of 0.2µB per Fe, more than an order of magnitude greater than that of pure BiFeO3.   

Having comparable magnetic moment to BaFeO3-x after substituting roughly only 10% Ba 

to pure BiFeO3 is surprising and interesting.  This means that with a small amount of Ba ions, 

and them being far apart from each other (and probably ordered structurally), supports the claim 

that was made in Chapter 5 that BaFeO3-x is a highly structurally and magnetically disordered 

material.  Theoretically, highly oxidized BaFeO3-x should have magnetic moments of more than 

0.2µB per Fe ion, however it does not.  BaFeO3-x films are of low crystalline quality, and this 

supports the fact that the annealed epitaxial films also have low magnetic moment due to 

magnetic and structural disorder   
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Future challenges for the next researcher include investigating the ferroelectric properties 

of the solid solution between BaFeO3 and BiFeO3.  Questions to consider include: how do the 

ferroelectric properties (if any) differ from that in pure BiFeO3?  Also, what are the transport 

properties of the epitaxial films?  Answers to these questions are keys to assessing if this solid 

solution has simultaneous ferroelectric and ferromagnetic behavior.  Lastly, what is the effect on 

magnetic properties when more Ba is substituted for Bi ions?  And what is the limit to this 

change in magnetization?   

The important points take away from this work is that BaFeO3-x, though it can be made 

ferromagnetic, it is a highly complex material.  In studying BaFeO3-x’s properties, conclusions 

can be made that its weak magnetization and unusual structure is highly disordered, magnetically 

and structurally.  The creation of a new solid solution (Bi, Ba)FeO3 by two methods shows that a 

solid solution between BiFeO3 and BaFeO3-x can be synthesized. Specifically the creation of the 

alloy Bi0.9Ba0.1FeO3-δ, shows that one can improve on BiFeO3’s magnetic properties, and more 

importantly supports the case that BaFeO3-x exhibits magnetic and structural disorder. 
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